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Abstract

In recent years, thermal ablation has become a widely accepted minimal
invasive treatment for liver tumor patients. However, surgical planning and
performing are still challenging tasks in two aspects: on one hand, surgi-
cal planning relies on fulfilling multiple medical constraints, especially for
the ablation based on configurations of multiple electrodes. On the other
hand, the precise and efficient performance of the percutaneous tumor punc-
tures under free-breathing conditions is hard to achieve because of the high
dependency on surgeons’ experience.

This thesis presents a novel quantitative and intuitive surgical plan-
ning and navigation modality for percutaneous respiratory tumor puncture
via holographic visualization, which overlays the pre-operative computer-
assisted surgical planning and navigation information precisely onto the
intra-operative surgical scenario.

In the pre-operation stage, we present the versatile approach for the
computer-assisted planning of liver tumor thermal ablation, including the
multi-electrode configuration for large tumors based on the patient-specific
anatomical data and the insertion trajectory determine based on a series
of medical constraints. We also build up the internal-external correlation
model which represents the liver and tumor state under free-breathing with
respect to the skin markers attached to the patient. In the intra-operative
stage, we first propose a virtual-real alignment method to precisely superim-
pose the virtual information on the surgical scenario. Then, a user-friendly
collaborative holographic interface is designed for real-time 3D respiratory
tumor puncture navigation, which can assist surgeons in fast and accurately
localizing needles towards the target step-by-step.

In comparison to the state-of-the-art method and manually sketched
thermal planning result, our method can achieve compact ablation regions
without relying on assumptions of potential needle path search. This navi-
gation system is validated on the static abdominal phantom, in-vivo beagle
dogs, or pigs with artificial lesions. Experimental results demonstrate that
the proposed holographic augmented reality navigation modality can effec-
tively reduce the needle adjustment for precise puncture.

Our surgical navigation system shows its clinical feasibility to provide
the quantitative planning of optimal thermal ablation, which allows com-
pletely ablating the tumor region as well as reducing the damage of healthy
tissue in comparison to the previous state-of-the-art method. In addition,
the proposed augmented virtual reality navigation system can effectively im-
prove the precision and reliability in percutaneous hepatic tumor treatment
and has the potential to be used for other surgical planning and navigation
tasks.



Keywords: Liver tumor ablation, Surgical navigation, Pre-operative plan-
ning, Augmented reality, Mixed reality
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

According to the WHO statistics [World Health Organization, 2021], the
hepatic tumor is one of the most common types of cancer in humans.
Therefore, doctors and researchers are looking for treatments that allow
fast rehabilitation and minimal invasion. Compared with traditional open
surgery, minimal invasive surgery can remove, ablate or kill the cancer cells
in a short time with less damage to the healthy tissue, thus has become
a widely accepted treatment in last years. Tumor ablation is a typical in-
tervention surgery that kills the cancer cell with chemicals, energy or heat.
Thermal ablation is the most common treatment way among all these solu-
tions [Salati et al., 2017].

In practice, the liver tumor thermal ablation is performed via two steps:
1) pre-operative planning and 2) the percutaneous puncture. The surgical
planning is done by the surgeons: determine the ablation boundary with
the medical images, ensure the location of the ablation center, i.e. the inser-
tion target of the ablation needle, and plan the trajectory of ablation needle
insertion. While performing the percutaneous puncture, doctors will manu-
ally insert the biopsy or ablation needle into a patient with the imagination
of the target structure. In order to fulfill the requirement for precise and
qualitative treatment in modern medical, quantitative and intuitive surgical
planning and navigation are urgently needed.

The aim of this thesis is to provide a solution for a quantitative and
intuitive treatment of the liver tumor with computer assisted method. In
particular, this thesis talks about the multi-constrained pre-operative plan-
ning for liver tumor thermal ablation, intra-operative dynamic surgical tar-
get movement estimation, and the holographic augmented reality navigation
for percutaneous tumor puncture respectively.

1.2 Medical background

1.2.1 Liver tumor treatment

Traditionally, tumors are treated by surgical resection, such as removal of
the tumor region in organs or an organ transplant. However, due to its large
open wound and long rehabilitation, it is not the best option for all patients.

3



1.2. MEDICAL BACKGROUND CHAPTER 1.

Compared with traditional open surgery that always gives a large open
wound, tumor ablation is performed in a minimally invasive or non-invasive
way. It is a minimal invasive surgical method for treating solid cancers in
the lung, liver, bone or kidney [The Johns Hopkins University, 2022b].

The indications of tumor ablation are patients with a few small or
slightly large tumors, i.e. whose diameter is smaller than 5cm. For
the patients with small hepatocellular carcinomas or benign tumors in
the liver, tumor ablation surgery is considered the first-line therapy for
them [Knavel and Brace, 2013]. Nowadays, thermal ablation surgery meth-
ods such as radiofrequency ablation (RFA) and microwave ablation (MWA)
approaches have become particularly popular for hepatic tumor treatment
[Salati et al., 2017]. This is partly because the development of medical im-
age techniques and early diagnosis of liver cancer gives the opportunity
to cure hepatic cancer in this minimal invasive way. And because of its
fast rehabilitation and minimal invasion, ablation surgery is also considered
the best option for those patients who are not suited for the traditional
open surgery, i.e. the ones with poor health or liver function reduction
[American Cancer Society, Inc, 2022].

Table 1.1: Ablation modality
Abb. Ablation Modalities Surgical Type
RFA Radio-frequency ablation: Ionic agitation and production of

frictional heat by current flowing through tissue.
Minimal invasive

MWA Microwave ablation: uses dielectric hysteresis to produce
heat in tissue

Minimal invasive

LA Laser ablation: Fiberoptic applicator are used for applying
the yttrium aluminum garnet lasers to target tissue. The light
energy then converted into heat in tissue.

Minimal invasive

HIFU High-intensity focused ultrasound: With increased inten-
sity of the ultrasound, the region of interest absorb the this
high-intensity energy acoustic wave and cause ablative heating
of the target.

Noninvasive

Cryo-A Cryoablation: Create rapid cooling inside the most distal end
of cryoprobe with the change of gas pressure; destroys tumors
by cooling them to cytotoxic temperatures.

Minimal invasive

IRE Irreversible electroporation: Pulses of electrical current
transmitted through the electrodes, cause irreversible damage
to the cell membrane, and initiation of apoptosis.

Minimal invasive

PEI Ethanol (alcohol) ablation: also known as percutaneous
ethanol injection (PEI)

minimal invasive

Notes: Abb.: Abbreviations; Minimal invasive: percutaneously, laparoscopically, through a ce-
liotomy incision, or endoscopically.

Tab. 1.1 Listed some of the common modalities of tumor ablation: ra-
diofrequency, microwave, laser, high-intensity focused ultrasound, cryoab-
lation, and irreversible electroporation [Knavel and Brace, 2013]. In the
minimal invasive ablation like RFA, MWA, LA, etc., doctors insert one or
multiple ablation probes into the tumor target percutaneously, laparoscopi-
cally, through a celiotomy incision, or endoscopically. With the temperature
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CHAPTER 1. 1.2. MEDICAL BACKGROUND

change at the ablation needle tip, tissue is cool or heated to cytotoxic lev-
els, so that the cancer cell can be destroyed. Careful surgical planning and
accurate probe localizing are necessary for achieving good treatment results.

1.2.2 Thermal ablation planning

Thermal ablation of liver tumors is performed via inserting one or multi-
ple ablation needles, i.e. radiofrequency probes (in RFA) or electrodes (in
MWA) into the target tumor region. Then, the ablation needles are powered
on and generate a high temperature at the needle tip that heats the tumor
tissue to the temperature (eg. in RFA is higher than 60◦ C) so that the
cancer cells can be killed [Minami and Kudo, 2013, Simon et al., 2005].

The shape of an ablation region is a spherical-like volume where the
heat distribution has the highest temperature at the needle tip, from where
it is decreasing to the spherical border [Chen et al., 2018b]. The radius of
the ablation region is influenced by two aspects: on the one hand, it can be
modified by changing the configuration of the needle, such as the energy and
the duration of the power on the ablation needle. On the other hand, for
the same configuration of the needle, the fat and water content in the tissue
may also influence the shape of the ablation region. When there are more
than one electrode or probe working together, the effect region will increase
and influence each other. In these cases, surgeons need not only consider
the heat distribution for each needle but also influence the heat distribution
between multi-needles and their effect regions.

In order to achieve complete ablation of the lesion tissue, the center of
the ablation region, with respect to the tip of the ablation needle should be
located inside the tumor and the ablation radius should completely cover the
tumor region with a safety margin of 5mm according to experts’ consensus.
The presence or extent of the tumor can be determined by medical image
analysis and biopsy tests. For minimizing the damage to the healthy tissue,
the ablation region should cover as less healthy tissue as possible. In other
words, a too large ablation region may cause damage to healthy tissue while
a too small ablation region may cause an incomplete treatment which leads
to severe aftereffects [Liang et al., 2009]. Therefore, precise pre-operative
planning is the key factor for the successful ablation of cancer tumors.

1.2.3 Liver tumor puncture

Liver tumor puncture is the key step for both biopsy and thermal ablation in
the tumor treatment procedure. In the biopsy step, the doctor punctures the
biopsy needle towards the tumor region and assesses the nature and sever-
ity of liver diseases via the tissue got from the liver [Bravo et al., 2001]. In
the ablation step, cancer cells are killed with the ablation needle that punc-
tured into the tumor region. In both steps, puncture trajectory planning is

5



1.3. AUGMENTED REALITY CHAPTER 1.

necessary for helping surgeons insert the needle towards the target.

In a traditional liver puncture operation, the CT-image-based naviga-
tion modality has evolved rapidly over the past decade and become a widely
accepted treatment option for patients that needs tumor puncture step in
diagnosis or treatment. In this modality, as shown in Fig. 1.2, the pre-
operative planning together with the CT image is displayed on the monitor
above the operation bed during the surgery. While percutaneously punctur-
ing the ablation needle towards the target tumor, doctors need to look at
the screen for observing the trajectory information. For successfully apply-
ing the operation, the imagination of abdominal anatomical structures and
hand-eye coordination is required. Therefore, the puncture precision and
operation efficiency are highly dependent on the surgeon’s experience.

1.3 Augmented Reality

Augmented reality techniques can superimpose the virtual information onto
the real scenario. This provides depth perception and offers interaction for
the user and is widely used in entertainment, education and the industrial
environment.

1.3.1 Commercial application of AR

Figure 1.1: Three different ways for visualize augmented reality information.
Left: show virtual model on screen of smart phone. Mid: visualize virtual
information with 3D projector. Right: show virtual information with OST-
HMD.

Besides the holographic augmented reality display with OST-HMDs,
there are also other ways for visualizing augmented reality information.
Fig.1.1 shows the three common ways for showing the augmented real-
ity information. Mobile Apps like Pokémon Go [Niantic, 2016], Google
Measure [Google, 2018] show the virtual model with the camera captured
scene on the screen of mobile devices. The 3D projectors such as WERK-
LICHT [EXTEND3D GmbH, 2019] visualize the AR information with laser
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light. These types of 3D projection techniques are often used in the industry
or cultural relics protection and presentation.

Today’s out-off-shelf OST-HMDs achieve the holographic augmented
visualization with different technical routes: Google glass [Google, 2020]
equips a small transparent screen on the corner of the glasses to display
the UI information. Microsoft HoloLens [Microsoft, 2016, Microsoft, 2019]
and Magic Leap [Magic Leap, 2018] integrate screens on both left and right
glasses, making use of the stereo effect based on the left and right eye for
presenting the 3D scene. Under this modality, the user obtains an immersive
depth perception that allows the user to walk around the virtual objects and
observe them from different views.

1.3.2 AR-guided surgery

Figure 1.2: Left: In traditional CT image guided surgery, the surgeon is
puncturing the ablation needle towards to the tumor, while looking at the
screen and analyzing whether the needle trajectory follows the pre-planed
path showed on the screen. Right: By employing the optical see-through
head mounted display (OST-HMD), it can directly overlay the 3D navigation
information of the region of interest onto patient’s body.

Nowadays, the AR technique is applied to surgical scenarios by super-
imposing the internal anatomical structure onto the patients’ bodies. As
shown in Fig. 1.2, doctors can perform minimal invasive surgery intuitively.
Companies like Scopis and Novorad OpenSight have released an augmented
reality navigation system for surgery in the spine, dental, neurology and la-
paroscopic surgery [Scopis Inc., 2017, Novarad Healthcare Imaging, 2019,
Bernhardt et al., 2017a, Guha et al., 2017b].

A typical AR-based surgical navigation system contains the following
parts: an OST-HMD, a spatial tracking system, a patient model and sur-
gical instruments equipped with tracking markers. In this system, the
registration between the pre-operative surgical planning and the intra-
operative patient model relies on spatial tracking systems for positioning
the OST-HMDs, operation instrument and patient in the operation. Dur-
ing the navigation process, the pre-operative surgical planning informa-
tion is superimposed onto the patient in real-time, so that doctors can
perform the operation in a more intuitive way. Fig. 1.3 shows a typical

7
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Figure 1.3: A typical AR-based surgical navigation system contains the
optical tracker that register all the elements in the surgical scenario so that
the pre-operative information can be superimposed on the patient’s body
precisely.

scenario of the AR-guided operation pipeline. For its intuition and user-
friendliness, this technique is applied in the spine, dental and neurology
surgery [Novarad Healthcare Imaging, 2019, Scopis Inc., 2017] as well as the
telementoring and teleconsultation [Birlo et al., 2022]. However, for soft
tissue surgery, the dynamics included by elastically moving structures may
influence the position and shape of the target region, thereby can appli-
cating the use of this AR-guided surgical modality. Tab. 1.2 gives a brief
look at some work in general surgery that is applied with augmented reality
techniques.
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Table 1.2: Recent work on general surgery with augmented reality

Reference Surgical context Calibration and tracking strategy Display devices
[Andersen et al., 2016] Abdominal incision telemontoring Feature detection Tablet display
[Lin et al., 2018] Needle biopsy surgical guidance OptiTrack Flex 13, strain sensor on needle HoloLens
[Mahmood et al., 2018] Surgical training MRC by HoloLens and Arrow idagram HoloLens
[Wu et al., 2018] Surgical guidance Vuforia’s image tracking together with

RGB-D sensor
HoloLens

[Rojas-Muñoz et al., 2019] Abdominal incision telementoring Same as in [Andersen et al., 2016] Tablet display
[Pepe et al., 2019] Surgical guidance for Head and neck tumor

resection
Facial landmark detec-
tion [Kazemi and Sullivan, 2014]

HoloLens

[Pelanis et al., 2020] Liver resection pre-operative planning No HoloLens
[Zhou et al., 2020] Surgical navigation for seed implantation

thoracoabdominal brachytherapy
QICP for pre-intra operative registration,
EM tracker for surgical tool tracking

HoloLens

[Al Janabi et al., 2020] Surgical guidance for Ureteroscopy No HoloLens
[Galati et al., 2020] Anatomy assessment for open abdomen

surgery
MRTK HoloLens

[Li et al., 2020a] Surgical planning, training and telecon-
sultation for Laparoscopic partial/radical
nephrectomy

”Vascular bifurcation labeling” technology
and manually interaction

HoloLens

[Chan et al., 2021] Surgical navigation system NDI inferred tracker Laser pico-projector
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1.4 Challenges and Main Contributions

Computer-assisted thermal ablation for hepatic tumor treatment is com-
plicated by challenges in both the pre-operative stage and intra-operative
stage. In the pre-operative stage, surgical planning is the key factor for a
successful treatment. The surgical planning should consider using the least
number of the electrode to achieve the complete ablation of the tumor region
and cause as less healthy-tissue-damage as possible. In the intra-operative
stage, the patient’s abdomen moves with a wavy motion corresponding to
the breath so that the location of the tumor target is not static while per-
forming the puncture. This dynamic scenario gives difficulties in performing
the percutaneous puncture. Besides, in order to provide quantitative and
intuitive depth perception for the surgeons in the AR-based surgical navi-
gation modality, accurate calibration and useful vision clues are necessary.
In the following, we briefly introduce the major challenges for each of these
problems in more detail as well as the most closely related work.

1.4.1 Surgical planning for liver tumor treatment

According to the experts’ consensus, incomplete ablation may cause severe
aftereffects while too large ablation may damage too much healthy tissue
may also lead to health issues. Therefore, especially for large tumors, pre-
operative planning remains a challenging task that relies on fulfilling multi-
ple medical constraints, especially for the ablation based on configurations
of multiple electrodes. The placement of the electrodes to completely ablate
the tumor as well as their insertion trajectory to their final position has to
be planned to cause as little damage to healthy anatomical structures as
possible to allow a fast rehabilitation.

Researchers have considered this planning problem in the scope of med-
ical constraints and thermal distribution analysis, trajectory planning, bio-
heat simulation and constraint-based needle tip targeting. The following
section thus takes a closer look into thermal ablation surgical planning,
with related work summarized in Table 1.3.
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Table 1.3: Relevant work on tumor ablation surgical planning
Reference Method Topic Remarks
Medical constraints analysis
[Livraghi et al., 2003] Retrospective study Liver tumor RFA Report complications encountered

by patients
[Liang et al., 2009] Retrospective study Liver tumor MWA Report complications encountered

by patients
Thermal distribution Analysis
[Altrogge et al., 2006] Numerical computation of heat dis-

tribution with temperature based
objective function

RFA Nomo and bipolar probes

[Schumann et al., 2015] GPU-based simulation of heat distri-
bution together with numerical opti-
mization

Liver RFA Realistic estimation of the heat dis-
tribution is taken into account

[Chen et al., 2018b] Simplified Pennes bioheat equation Hepatic RFA Temperature distribution in RFA +
heat-sink effect of vessel

Insertion Path Planning
[Villard et al., 2005] Constraint-based Optimization Hepatic RFA Delineate candidate insertion zone

on skin, compute trajectories to tu-
mor

[Baegert et al., 2007b] Computation of authorized insertion
zones and multi-criteria optimization

RFA on Liver Single Needle trajectory planning

[Baegert et al., 2007a] Candidate insertion zone optimal
trajectory

RFA Single Needle trajectory planning

[Schumann et al., 2010] Weighted combination of cylindrical
projections

Percutaneous image-guided inter-
ventions (RFA, biopsy, seed implan-
tation)

For a choosing target point, gener-
ates paths automatically

[Seitel et al., 2011b] Pareto optimality with hard and soft
constraints

CT guided minimal invasive inter-
ventions

Single needle, constraint-based opti-
mization

Needle tip locating
[Ren et al., 2013] Multiple-objective optimization RFA for large tumor Integer program to find a minimal

number of trajectories and ablations
along the selected trajectories neces-
sary to cover the tumor.

[Chen et al., 2018a] Semiautomatic planning on cluster-
ing process

RFA for hepatic tumor Manually defined puncture scope +
clustering algorithm

[Liang et al., 2019a] Multiple Constraints Based on Set
Covering

RFA for liver tumor Multiple ablation regions with the
same size. Enumeratly scoring all
the potential combination of entry
point and target point.
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In order to consider medical constraints, insertion path planning of
the ablation needle can be formulated as a constraint-based optimiza-
tion problem [Villard et al., 2005]. The underlying goal is the optimiza-
tion of the insertion path so that it does not pass through any of
the critical anatomical structures in the abdomen, such as the gallblad-
der, bile duct as well as large vessels in and around the liver, and,
hence, avoid complications in terms of injuring the bile duct or intesti-
nal perforation [Livraghi et al., 2003, Liang et al., 2009]. Several investi-
gations [Baegert et al., 2007a, Baegert et al., 2007b, Seitel et al., 2011b] fo-
cused on the respective optimization with weighted constraints. In further
work, Altrogge et al. [Altrogge et al., 2006] discussed the placement of RFA
probes via minimizing a temperature-based objective function. The works
by Schumann et al. [Schumann et al., 2015, Schumann et al., 2010] have also
taken the heat-sink affection into consideration.

However, all of the aforementioned studies only considered the ablation
based on a single electrode. For large tumors (i.e. with a diameter > 3cm),
multiple electrodes are required to cover the treatment zone so that a multi-
electrode-based coverage of the region to be ablated has to be considered.
Chen et al. [Chen et al., 2018a] introduced a manual adjustment when the
planned path passes through large vessels or ribs. The works of Liang et
al. [Liang et al., 2019b, Liang et al., 2019a] allow fast and automatic com-
putations of the insertion paths of multiple needles However, their approach
cannot ensure global optimization.

To address this, we propose a novel, versatile approach for the planning
of thermal ablation of large liver tumors [Li et al., 2021a]. For this purpose,
we formulate the tumor ablation task as a constrained optimization problem
that optimizes the placement of the set of involved electrodes and their
insertion to the final position.

In contrast to previous work, our approach leverages constraints for
avoiding too much overlap of the individual ablation zones, thereby im-
proving the efficiency of the ablation, as well as for exceeding the maximal
distance between electrodes in addition to constraints regarding tumor cov-
erage, and the reduction of ablating of healthy tissue. Our approach ex-
plicitly allows the optimization regarding a configuration of multiple target
positions for the ablation and the respective insertion paths which renders
our approach suitable for simultaneous ablation by different electrodes. The
evaluation shows that our approach can achieve the optimal planning for
the thermal ablation of large liver tumors without the dependence on the
clinician’s experience. Compared with the state-of-the-art method and the
planning by expert clinicians, our method involves the medically inspired
constraints where doctors can set the importance of the individual terms
according to patients’ characteristics. Thus, this method has a high poten-
tial for guiding the thermal ablation of the tumors.

12
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1.4.2 Dynamic liver tumor puncture

In the intra-operative stage, the patient’s abdomen movement is influ-
enced by the respiratory process. This movement causes the instability
of the target tumor location for ablation, thus complicating the puncture
by doctors. In the traditional CT-guided liver puncture procedure, doc-
tors need to image the target tumor movement during the puncture proce-
dure. Even nowadays several researchers apply the AR-guided surgical ap-
plication in different types of operations [Xie et al., 2017, Qian et al., 2018,
Novarad Healthcare Imaging, 2019, Scopis Inc., 2017], however, they do not
take the dynamic information into account.

In this thesis, we focus on the reconstruction of the patient-specific organ
motion together with the tumor position with a statistical motion model.
Inspired by the work by [Jud et al., 2017], we [Li et al., 2019a] describe the
respiratory motion with a statistical motion model and adopt the variability
in 4D for compensating for the movement of liver tumors. By constructing
the correlation model of the external movement of skin markers attached
to the patient’s abdominal and the internal position of the liver tumor,
our prototype can predict the tumor position in real-time via the tracking
of the movement of the intra-operative skin markers [Li et al., 2019b]. In
our platform, we also propose a calibration procedure to properly align the
coordinate system tracking system, the rendering of the virtual surgical nav-
igation information and patient in the real surgical scenario, thereby making
the operation simpler, more efficient and accurate. We experimentally vali-
dated the proposed system on in vivo beagle dogs and vivo pigs with artificial
lesions respectively in the work, which shows that our proposed system can
improve the puncture efficiency and precision.

1.4.3 Augmented virtual reality guided liver tumor puncture
under respiration

When performing the liver tumor therapy under free-breathing, the punc-
ture target position can be computed via the internal-external correla-
tion model with statistics (see Sec. 1.4.2) and the puncture path can be
pre-planned according to the multi-objective constraint-based method (see
Sec. 1.4.1). With the augmented reality-based surgical navigation tech-
nology, the hand-eye coordination problem can be solved. However, it is
still hard for surgeons to locate the needle towards the correct path when
there’s only the visualization of the target position. Without quantitative
navigation information for the puncture direction and depth, the punc-
ture behavior would be hard to perform. Especially when the needle tip
is away from the target, the vision cues like color code [Liu et al., 2018]
would be helpful for measuring the accuracy of the needle insertion po-
sition and direction. Other types of vision cues for the puncture direc-
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tion and utility depth information can also improve the surgical accu-
racy [Zhou et al., 2019, De Paolis and De Luca, 2019]. However, they only
measure the error between the performing and planning, still cannot help
surgeons to locate the needle towards the correct path, especially under the
dynamic scenario.

In our work [Li et al., 2021b], we present a novel quantitative and intu-
itive surgical navigation modality for percutaneous tumor puncture under
the respiration process via augmented reality, which achieves a precise over-
lay of the pre-operative virtual planning information onto the intra-operative
surgical scenario. In our prototype, the target tumor position can be pre-
dicted from the patient-specific pre-operative internal-external correlation
model, while the puncture path can be generated from the multi-objective
optimization algorithm. In order to provide a precise overlay of the virtual
guidance information on the corresponding area of the patient’s body, we
track all the utilities in the surgery scenario with an optical tracking system.
Besides, this work presents the dynamic update of the pre-planned needle
trajectory. Using the pre-operative medical image data, we generate the
feasible region for needle puncture. While in the intra-operative navigation,
with the update of the target position, our method updates the needle tra-
jectory at the same time to adjust the waypoint’s position to ensure that all
of them are located inside the feasible region. For quantitatively measuring
the puncture process and enhancing the depth perception, we also integrate
way-point visual cues into our guidance information, which can effectively
assist surgeons in the fast and accurate location of the target step-by-step.
Besides, in our prototype, the time-consuming computations of the surgical
guidance information are performed on the desktop while the OST-HMD is
only responsible for displaying the well-organized information via network
transfer. In this way, the computational power of the present commercial
HMDs can be extended. This can also provide more complex but intuitive
navigation information for clinicians.

1.4.4 Overview of solution in this thesis

As shown in Fig. 1.4, this thesis gives a solution for performing the efficient
and qualitative liver tumor treatment with percutaneous thermal ablation
quantitatively and intuitively. The system is working with the respect of:

1. The computer-assisted pre-operative planning based on patient-
specific anatomical reconstruction. For the ablation planning, both
medical constraints and the attributes of the thermal distribution are
used to determine the needle target determination. Geometry con-
straints and the practical expert consensus are used for generate the
optimal trajectory for needle insertion.

2. Dynamic target movement estimation according to statistic motion
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model and the respiratory state estimation. Making use of the pre-
operative medical data, the internal-external correlation model and
the respiratory motion compensation of specific breathing state can be
constructed. The intra-operative tumor target position and liver move-
ment can be predict with the real time capture of the surface marker
attached on patient’s abdomen according to the internal-external cor-
relation model.

3. Our proposed holographic augmented reality guided liver tumor punc-
ture system calibrated with the optical tracking system. The naviga-
tion information involves the target movement and the surrounding
tissue movement inside the patient’s respiration cycle. During the
puncture navigation, the pre-planned needle trajectory is super im-
posed on the patient’s body with the use of OST-HMD. The intra-
operative target region movement is updated based on the captured
optical markers on patient’s abdomen.

Figure 1.4: Our solution for liver tumor treatment with multi-constrained
planning and holographic augmented reality.
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1.5 Publications and thesis outline

All of the material involved in this thesis has been published in the scope of
peer reviewed journals or conferences:

� Ruotong Li, Yangyang Shi, Weixin Si, Li Huang, Bowen Zhuang,
Michael Weinmann, Reinhard Klein, Pheng-Ann Heng: Versatile
Multi-constrained Planning for Thermal Ablation of Large Liver Tu-
mors. Computerized Medical Imaging and Graphics, 94(2021): 101993
doi: 10.1016/j.compmedimag.2021.101993

� Ruotong Li, Tianpei Yang, Weixin Si, Xiangyun Liao, Qiong
Wang, Reinhard Klein, Pheng-Ann Heng: Augmented Reality Guided
Respiratory Liver Tumors Punctures: A Preliminary Feasibility
Study. ACM SIGGRAPH Asia Technical Briefs 2019: 114-117. doi:
10.1145/3355088.3365166

� Ruotong Li, Weixin Si, Xiangyun Liao, Qiong Wang, Reinhard Klein,
Pheng-Ann Heng: Mixed reality based respiratory liver tumor punc-
ture navigation. Computational Visual Media 5(4): 363-374 (2019).
doi: 10.1007/s41095-019-0156-x

� Ruotong Li, Yuqi Tong, Tianpei Yang, Jianxi Guo, Weixin Si, Yan-
fang Zhang, Reinhard Klein, Pheng-Ann Heng: Towards Quantita-
tive and Intuitive Percutaneous Tumor Puncture via Augmented Vir-
tual Reality. Computerized Medical Imaging and Graphics, 90(2021):
101905, ISSN 0895-6111, doi: 10.1016/j.compmedimag.2021.101905

Other publications that are not involved in this thesis are listed below:

� Ruotong Li, Weixin Si, Michael Weinmann, Reinhard Klein:
Constraint-Based Optimized Human Skeleton Extraction from Single-
Depth Camera. Sensors. 2019;19(11):2604. Published 2019 Jun
7.doi:10.3390/s19112604

� R. Li, W. Si, J. Guo, Y. Zhang, R. Klein, P. A. Heng: Constraint-
based optimal needle path planning with 3D signed distance field fu-
sion. CARS 2020. Computer Assisted Radiology and Surgery Pro-
ceedings of the 34th International Congress and Exhibition. Int J
CARS 15, S117 (2020). doi:10.1007/s11548-020-02171-6

� Y. Shi, Y. Tong, R. Li and W. Si: Internal Motion Estimation
during Free-Breathing via External/Internal Correlation Model, 2021
IEEE International Conference on Real-time Computing and Robotics
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� Yangyang Shi, Xuesong Deng, Yuqi Tong, Ruotong Li, Yanfang
Zhang, Lijie Ren, Weixin Si: Synergistic Digital Twin and Holo-
graphic Augmented-Reality-Guided Percutaneous Puncture of Res-
piratory Liver Tumor, in IEEE Transactions on Human-Machine
Systems, vol. 52, no. 6, pp. 1364-1374, Dec. 2022, doi:
10.1109/THMS.2022.3185089.

This thesis is organized in four parts. The introduction Part I gives
the background and preliminaries of the augmented reality guided minimal
invasive liver tumor treatment. This part reviews the related work in this
research domain. This is following by the parts for solving the key challenges
in this scope:

• Part II is given by the paper [Li et al., 2021a], and provides a solution
for tumor puncture planning, especially when multiple electrodes are
needed for a complete ablation of the tumor.

• Part III involves the content of the papers [Li et al., 2019a] and
[Li et al., 2019b]. Both publications focus on predicting the dynamic
movement of the target while performing the ablation puncture, thus
increasing the precision of the liver tumor puncture.

• Part IV is given by the paper [Li et al., 2021b], and discusses how the
augmented virtual navigation system supports doctors on applying the
tumor puncture precisely and efficiently.

Part V summarizes this thesis, explains the significance of the research and
points out potential future work. Part II, III and IV includes the full text
of my first-author articles with a corresponding summary in front of each.
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Chapter 2

Surgical Planning for
Ablation Surgery

Versatile Multi-constrained Planning for Thermal
Ablation of Large Liver Tumors

High-quality surgical planning is the first step toward achieving precise treat-
ment. Thermal ablation is the minimal invasive treatment for small and
slightly large tumors with the diameter no large than 5cm. It is considered
the first-line treatment for small hepatocellular carcinomas with diameter
smaller than 3cm and benign tumors in the liver [Knavel and Brace, 2013].

According to the Retrospective studies on the medical record of thermal
ablation surgery, either incomplete ablation or too large tissue damage will
cause severe complication [Livraghi et al., 2003, Liang et al., 2009]. Thus,
the principle of a precision ablation treatment is complete coverage of the
tumor region with the least healthy tissue damage. Since the effect region
of an ablation needle is limited, careful pre-operative planning is even more
significant in the large tumor thermal ablation which needs multiple needles
working together. For ensuring the treatment requirement, this work takes
both the medical constraints for ablation and the geometry constraints for
optimizing the needle trajectory into consideration.

In this chapter, we proposed the method for helping doctors plan the
thermal ablation with a computer-assisted modality. In this work, both
RFA and MWA for liver tumor treatment are taken into consideration. The
planning starts with patient-specific target anatomical structure reconstruc-
tion and treatment region determination. For each treatment zone, our
algorithm first gives the suggestion of initial needle configuration. Then the
algorithm computes the needle target distribution that can best cover the
treatment region while giving less tissue damage in the surrounding area. In
this step, the medical constraints are involved to ensure the result fulfills the
cure requirement. The needle insertion trajectory is then computed with the
geometry constraints that extracts from the expert consensus. In this way,
the final planning achieves treatment purpose with convenient performance.
Our method gives the option for doctors to interfere with the procedure in
any step, in order to get planning that matches the specific situation for
each patient and their personal operation preference.
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The proposed algorithm is validated on the medical data provided by
The First Affiliated Hospital, Sun Yat-sen University. Compared with the
planning given by the doctors, the simulated ablation region of our planning
result allows a reliable coverage of the tumor zone and an adjustable safety
margin while causing as little damage as possible to healthy tissue. Our
method incorporates medical constraints in the automatic optimization ap-
proach for the needle insertion trajectory from the percutaneous puncture
position to the needle target position. The optimized trajectory proves that
our approach can achieve the optimal planning of multi-electrode thermal
ablation while reducing the dependence on clinicians’ experience. The result
of the experiment shows that our approach outperforms the state of the art
by achieving a complete tumor ablation with reduced damage to healthy
tissue. At the same time, it increases the clinical applicability due to the
use of medical constraints. In addition, it also enhances the feasibility of
the proposed method.

The content of this chapter is published in the peer-reviewed journal
Computerized Medical Imaging and Graphics:
Ruotong Li, Yangyang Shi, Weixin Si, Li Huang, Bowen Zhuang, Michael
Weinmann, Reinhard Klein, Pheng-Ann Heng: Versatile Multi-constrained
Planning for Thermal Ablation of Large Liver Tumors. Computerized Med-
ical Imaging and Graphics, 94(2021): 101993 https://doi.org/10.1016/

j.compmedimag.2021.101993

The First Affiliated Hospital, Sun Yat-sen University provides the med-
ical data used in this article. Li Huang and Bowen Zhuang are responsible
for medical image labeling and medical knowledge consulting.

Contribution of the thesis author: Conceptualization, Methodology,
literature review, algorithm implementation and validation, results inter-
pretation and visualization, manuscript composition, validation experiment
design.

Abstract

The surgical planning of large hepatic tumor ablation remains a challenging
task that relies on fulfilling multiple medical constraints, especially for the
ablation based on configurations of multiple eletrodes. The placement of the
electrodes to completely ablate the tumor as well as their insertion trajec-
tory to their final position have to be planned to cause as little damage to
healthy anatomical structures as possible to allow a fast rehabilitation. In
this paper, we present a novel, versatile approach for the computer-assisted
planning of multi-electrode thermal ablation of large liver tumors based on
pre-operative CT data with semantic annotations. This involves both the
specification of the number of required electrodes and their distribution to
adequately ablate the tumor region without damaging too much healthy
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CHAPTER 2. 2.1. INTRODUCTION

tissue. To determine the insertion trajectory of the electrodes to their final
position, we additionally incorporate a series of medical constraints into our
optimization, which allows a global analysis where obstacles such as bones
are taken into account and damage to healthy tissue is mitigated. Com-
pared with the state-of-the-art method, our method achieves compact abla-
tion regions without relying on assumptions on a potential needle path for
optimal global search and, hence, is suitable for guiding clinicians through
the planning of the tumor ablation. We also demonstrate the feasibility
of our approach in various experiments of clinical data and demonstrate
that our approach not only allows completely ablating the tumor region but
also reducing the damage of healthy tissue in comparison to the previous
state-of-the-art method.

keyword: Computer-assisted ablation planning; multiple medical con-
straints; large liver tumor; versatile strategy

2.1 Introduction

Hepatic tumors is one of the most common types of
cancer[World Health Organization, 2021]. Due to its potential of al-
lowing a fast rehabilitation, minimal invasive surgery methods such
as radiofrequency ablation (RFA) and microwave ablation (MWA) ap-
proaches have become particularly popular for hepatic tumor treatment
nowadays [Salati et al., 2017]. The thermal ablation of large liver tu-
mors is performed via inserting one or multiple radiofrequency probes
(in RFA) or electrodes (in MWA) into the tumor, heating the tumor
tissue to the temperature of 60◦ C and, thereby, killing the cancer
cells [Minami and Kudo, 2013, Simon et al., 2005]. Therefore, precise
pre-operative planning is the key factor for the successful ablation of
cancer tumors. This planning includes the definition of the treatment
zone, the planning of the respective electrode placement as well as the
respective insertion paths’ trajectory (shown in Fig 2.1). When an
electrode performs the tumor ablation, its heat transfer according to the
bio-heat equation in the different tissue depends on the local fat and water
deposits [Emery and Sekins, 1982, Giering et al., 1995]. Except for the
heat transport within the tissue, nearby blood vessels induce an additional
cooling described by the heat-sink effect [Crezee and Lagendijk, 1992].
In order to completely ablate the cancer cells and the infiltrated tis-
sue, the treatment zone is defined as the volume of the tumor region
as well as a safety margin around it. In particular for large contact-
with-vessel hepatocellular carcinoma, the risk of intrahepatic recurrence
after RFA treatment is higher when the ablation has insufficient safety
margins [Choi et al., 2001, sun Kim et al., 2006]. According to expert
consensus, 5 mm is an adequate value to define the safety margin around
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the steps in our multi-constrained planning
approach for the thermal ablation of large liver tumors. After extracting
the anatomical structure from the pre-operative data, we first define the
treatment zone with a safety margin and then determine the number of
electrodes required for the surgery and the respectively desirable needle
targets to allow an adequately fitting ablation region with respect to the
tumor region and its surrounding safety margin. After that, we compute
the needle path based on multiple constraints.

the tumor. However, the risk of damaging other vessels or organs has
to be taken into account during the pre-operative planning. Hence, the
safety margin should not exceed the liver. If the target tumor is too
close to vessels, the treatment zone should be eroded to ensure that the
treatment zone does not overlap with blood vessels [Chen et al., 2018a]. In
case of large tumors, the treatment zone is specified by placing multiple
electrodes [Chen et al., 2018b].

2.1.1 Related Work

To consider medical constraints provided by experts in the pre-operative
planning, needle insertion can be formulated as a constraint-based opti-
mization problem [Villard et al., 2005]. Here, the underlying goal is the
optimization of both the final needle positions for an adequate ablation and
the needle insertion points on the skin so that needles can be safely inserted
to the tumor while damaging as little healthy tissue as possible.

In addition to the placement of the needles to allow for an adequate abla-
tion of the tumor, this optimization strategy also needs to include a respec-
tive path planning from the respectively suitable needle insertion point to the
target location at the tumor to prevent damaging other critical structures in
the abdomen including gallbladder, bile duct as well as large vessels in and
around the liver and, hence, avoid complications in terms of injuring the
bile duct or intestinal perforation [Livraghi et al., 2003, Liang et al., 2009].
In the traditional image-guided RFA and MWA, this pre-operative needle
trajectory planning process is based on 2D medical images, like computed
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tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Doctors then
plan the insertion path based on their experience as well as according to the
medical requirements and mark the insertion point in pre-operative CT im-
ages. However, 2D CT scanning cannot provide the intuitive patient-specific
information, which severely impacts the surgical outcome and is greatly de-
pendent on the doctors’ experience. Instead, automatic approaches that
directly exploit the given 3D information inherently allow a better plan-
ning of the needle path, and thereby offer a more useful tool for clinical
pre-operative planning

Serveral investigations [Baegert et al., 2007a, Baegert et al., 2007b,
Seitel et al., 2011b] focused on the respective optimization with weighted
constraints. Baegert et al. [Baegert et al., 2007a] define four strict con-
straints, i.e. lesion volume, insertion depth, critical distance and safe por-
tion, that have to be taken into account for planning insertion paths as
well as three soft constraints (whole tumor burnt, minimum damage and
vital organs preserved) that rate the quality of the candidate insertion path.
Baegert et al. [Baegert et al., 2007b] use a multi-criteria method to optimize
the needle path for RFA.

Similarly, Seitel et al. [Seitel et al., 2011b] defined hard constraints that
specify medical requirements for determining the candidate insertion area
on the skin, and then semi-automatically determine the trajectory by rating
the candidate zone with the soft constraints, which uses the pareto opti-
mality [Stadler, 1979] method for trajectory optimization. Except for those
constraints stated by Baegert et al. [Baegert et al., 2007a], the tangency con-
straint [Baegert et al., 2007b] has been defined to ensure that the angle in
which the trajectory intersects the skin and organ surface is larger than 20◦.
This work also included the development of a trajectory planning interface,
with which doctors can interactively edit the planning result. Schumann
et al. [Schumann et al., 2010] solved the placement of hepatic electrodes by
selecting the optimal trajectory from the list of potential paths. These
path proposals have been determined based on a weighted combination of
cylindrical projections that represent individual path criteria. In further
work, Altrogge et al. [Altrogge et al., 2006] discussed the placement of RFA
probes via minimizing a temperature-based objective function. The work
by Schumann et al. [Schumann et al., 2015] was inspired by their previous
work [Schumann et al., 2010] and took the heat-sink affection into consider-
ation.

However, all of the aforementioned studies only considered the ablation
based on a single electrode. For large tumor regions (i.e. with a treatment
zone with diameter > 3cm), multiple electrodes are required to cover the tu-
mor and a multi-electrode based coverage of the region to be ablated has to
be considered. For the planning of needle insertion paths in multi-electrode
ablation scenarios, the converge of multiple ablation regions from the indi-
vidual electrodes are taken into account. Chen et al. [Chen et al., 2018a]
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proposed a constrained clustering method, which divides a large tumor
into multiple ablation regions and then plans the puncture path with an
semi-automatic process. This method allows manual adjustment when the
planned path passes through large vessels or ribs. Inspired by the work
by previous work [Liang et al., 2019b], Liang et al. [Liang et al., 2019a] pro-
posed a method to automatically determine the planning of multiple needle
insertion paths. The authors planned needle trajectories by adjusting the
needle target inside the treatment region and the insertion position on the
skin area. However, even though this more sophisticated method allows the
fast computation of insertion paths, it cannot ensure a global optimization.
Besides, this method considers only multiple ablation regions with the same
size, which complicates achieving a global optimal planning.

Further work focused on achieving a complete tumor coverage by as few
as possible spherical ablation regions as well as the optimization of needle
insertion, where as many target positions as possible are passed per insertion
and other anatomical constraints are taken into account, within a genetic
optimization approach [Ren et al., 2013] or based on integer programming
[Ren et al., 2014b]. Similar anatomically-inspired hard constraints have
been used within a multi-objective optimization for ablation and path plan-
ning based on a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm to get a Pareto op-
timum [Li et al., 2020b]. The involved constraints penalize longer insertion
depths, passing through long cavities as well as passing critical structures
such as bones, large vessels and organs as well as deviations from the punc-
turing points to the target locations. However, several information needs
to be provided by the user, which includes puncturings, puncturing or-
der, and targets positions. The multi-objective planning by Liang et al.
[Liang et al., 2019b, Liang et al., 2020] approaches a trade-off between the
number of involved electrodes and the damage of surrounding healthy tissue
under different clinical constraints, which is achieved based on an extended
set cover-based model and Pareto optimization.

2.1.2 Contributions

In this paper, we propose a novel, versatile approach for the planning of ther-
mal ablation of large liver tumors. For this purpose, we explore the use of
pre-operative clinical data given by CT scans that have been segmented into
the respective anatomical structures. We formulate the tumor ablation task
as a constrained optimization problem that optimizes the placement of the
set of involved electrodes with its spherical influence region to adequately
cover the tumor region and its safety margin while mitigating damage to
healthy tissue. In addition to the placement of the electrodes, we also opti-
mize their insertion to the final position, where we take medical constraints
such as the minimum insertion depth that is required to adequately anchor
the electrode in the tissue when performing the ablation, close-to-orthogonal
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insertion into the body or into organs as well a sufficiently large distance
to bones and other critical anatomical structures into account. In contrast
to previous work, our approach leverages constraints for avoiding too much
overlap of the individual ablation zones, thereby improving the efficiency of
the ablation, as well as for exceeding the maximal distance between elec-
trodes in addition to constraints regarding tumor coverage, the reduction of
ablating of healthy tissue. Our approach explicitly allows the optimization
regarding a configuration of multiple target positions for the ablation and
the respective insertion paths which renders our approach suitable for si-
multaneous ablation by different electrodes. We evaluate the benefits of our
approach in a comparison to a representative state-of-the-art multi-objective
planning approach and also analyze the real potential based on the feedback
of medical experts. The constraints involved in our optimization are med-
ically inspired and the different importance of the individual terms for the
treatment of individual patients can be set by the doctors by increasing the
weights for the respectively more important characteristics. Accordingly,
our method has a high potential for guiding clinicians through the planning
of the tumor ablation.

In summary, the main contributions of our work are:

� We present a novel multi-electrode planning method for thermal abla-
tion of large liver tumors which allows a reliable coverage of the tumor
zone and an adjustable safety margin while causing as little damage
as possible to healthy tissue.

� By directly incorporating medical constraints into our automatic op-
timization approach for the needle insertion to the target position in
terms of percutaneous puncture, our approach can achieve the optimal
planning of multi-electrode planning for thermal ablation of large liver
tumors, while reducing the dependence on clinicians’ experience.

� Our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art by achieving a com-
plete tumor ablation with a reduced damage to healthy tissue while
increasing clinical applicability due to the use of medical constraints,
which greatly enhances the feasibility of the proposed method.

2.2 Materials and Methods

Our pre-operative planning approach for the thermal ablation of liver tu-
mors relies on the subtasks of i) finding an optimal configuration of electrode
placements to completely ablate the tumor, which involves both the spec-
ification of the number of required electrodes and their placement, and ii)
finding an optimal insertion path from the needle entry point to the final
placement. All these tasks rely on the careful consideration of medical con-
straints. In the following, we provide details on these individual subtasks.
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Figure 2.2: 2D illustration of the specification of the treatment zone. (A-B)
Treatment zone (orange dashed line) determined by safety margin (yellow)
around the tumor region (pink). (C-D) When there are vessels (dark red)
in the vicinity of the tumor within the distance of θs, the treatment region
(orange dashed line) has to be adjusted, so that the treatment region does
not overlap with the vessels. Here, we depict the underlying idea in 2D,
while our approach applies this concept in 3D.

2.2.1 Initial Tumor Segmentation

Our approach is applied to pre-operative medical data of hepatic carcinoma
patients. In an initial step, we manually segment the anatomical structures
based on their CT scans and reconstruct the 3D anatomical model in pre-
operative medical data of hepatic carcinoma patients as shown in Fig. 2.5
to detect the location of the tumor and the critical anatomical structures
nearby.

2.2.2 Finding an Optimal Electrode Configuration for Ther-
mal Ablation

To allow a successful thermal ablation of a liver tumor while exposing pa-
tients to as little stress as possible, a proper treatment zone must ensure
that the complete tumor will be destroyed with a minimum of damage to
the healthy tissues in the patient’s abdomen. For this purpose, we propose
a two-step approach to define the treatment zone (see Fig. 2.2). First, we
specify the tumor region with an additional safety margin θs, which is fol-
lowed by the adjustment of the region to avoid overlaps with other critical
regions within the abdomen including the gallbladder and the main vessels
inside and around the liver and damaging these structures respectively. To
allow a more save and efficient RFA process, doctors usually inject artificial
ascite around the liver instead of adjusting the shape and size of the treat-
ment zone. In addition, the planned treatment zone should not overlap the
vessel in order to avoid the heat sink effect. In practice, large vessels too
close to or superimposed with the tumor need to be blocked before applying
thermal ablation.
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Specification of the Ablation Region

The ablation region around an electrode is typically specified in terms of a
sphere with radius r, which is influenced by the thermal energy and time
of the ablation process. However, instead of carefully specifying both ab-
lation energy and time, doctors in practice follow the instructions provided
by the ablation systems and set the corresponding energy and time for each
of the electrode so that the effect radius of the electrode will fulfill certain
requirements. As the ablation radius for today’s out-off-shelf ablation nee-
dles heavily depends on the used needle type, our planning approach allows
doctors to specify the range [rmin, rmax] of the radius r of the ablated region.

In case an ablation surgery requires using multiple electrodes, the in-
fluence of the heat distribution among the electrodes has to be taken into
account as well. Therefore, a validation of the ablation region on the iso-
lated liver is highly recommended to ensure that the merged ablation region
fulfills the treatment’s requirements. We will show an experiment regarding
the validation of an ablation region in Sec. 2.3.1.

Initialization of the Number of Required Electrodes

With our approach, we aim at an automatic initialization of the involved
electrodes’ placement. The number and position of needle targets are de-
termined based on the ablation radii ri of the electrodes and the shape of
the treatment region. In order to mitigate damaging healthy tissue, doctors
usually choose the least number of electrodes that cover the entire treatment
area. Due to the variations of the radii according to ri ∈ [rmin, rmax], there
may be multiple configurations with different numbers N of electrodes with
N ∈ [Nmin, Nmax].

Finding the minimum number Nmin of required electrodes can be for-
mulated as a sphere packing problem. Approximating the region affected by
the electrodes in terms of non-overlapping spheres would lead to an estimate
of the lower bound of the number of required electrodes according to

Nmin = VTzonecoverage/(
4

3
πr3

i ) (2.1)

where VTzone represents the volume of the treatment region, coverage de-
notes the ratio of the volume that can be covered with non-overlapping
spheres and ri determines the region size influenced by the i-th single
electrode. It is well-known that the cubic close packing (FCC) and the
hexagonal close packing(HCP), which both cover approximately 74% (i.e.
coverage = 74%) of the volume, providing the highest coverage among all
possible lattice packings [Gauß, 1876]. We discretize the volume VTzone oc-
cupied by the treatment zone as a set of voxels {vx,y,z} and treat the voxel
midpoints as points in three-dimensional space, i.e. a point set M . Here,
we leverage the resolution of the original CT scans (shown in Fig. 2.5) to
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specify the voxel sizes and their position. Then, we compute the variance
of the voxel midpoints. Then, we compute the variance of these points on
the principal axes by applying principle component analysis (PCA) to the
point set M . The number of electrodes N for covering the treatment zone
should fulfill the following inequalities:

Nri > max(σ1, σ2, σ3)

Nmax < sum(σ1, σ2, σ3)/rmin
(2.2)

where σ1, σ2 and σ3 denote the largest variance along the principle directions.
The intuition behind is that non-overlapping spherical regions are aligned
to cover the 2σ-region of the data (we already removed the factor 2 on both
sides from the aformentioned equation) to cover 95.4% of the variance of
the data. Therefore, we get the initial number of electrodes based on the
inequalities 2.2 and 2.1.

2.2.3 Medical-constraint-based Determination of Needle
Target Positions

After the number of required electrodes has been determined, we optimize
the needle target locations for the electrodes. For this purpose, we recur-
sively update the target positions pi and the corresponding radii ri of influ-
ence until we cover the entire treatment zone with the smallest overlap with
each other and least damage to the surrounding tissues.

Figure 2.3: 2D illustration of the effects of different needle positions and
ablation radii. For a simpler, more intuitive illustration, we depict the un-
derlying idea in 2D, while our approach applies this concept in 3D. (A-D)
Different target planning examples for the same treatment zone (region of
orange dash line). (A) When the ablation radius of the electrodes is set too
small, they cannot cover the total treatment zone, i.e. Ccover < 1, Ctreat < 1.
(B) While using too large ablation radii will cause larger damage to the sur-
rounding tissue, i.e. Cdamage is high, and (C) large overlaps of the ablation
region result in a waste of time and energy, i.e. too large Coverlap, (D) a rea-
sonable needle configuration should completely cover the treatment region
with ablation regions and avoid causing damage to healthy tissue as much
as possible.
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For the ablation based on N electrodes, we compute the ablation region
of each electrode with its ablation radius ri

V i
Ezone =

{
x|(x− pi)2 ≤ r2

i

}
for i ∈ [1, N ] (2.3)

Thus, the total ablation region VEzone covered by these N electrodes can be
represented as the union of the individual electrodes’ ablation regions, i.e.

VEzone = V 1
Ezone ∪ V 2

Ezone ∪ ... ∪ V N
Ezone. (2.4)

In order to quantify medical constraints, we define the ratios Ccover,
Ctreat, Coverlap and Cdamage to evaluate the quality of the electrode target
placement according to

Ccover =
Vtumor ∩ VEzone

Vtumor
(2.5)

Ctreat =
VTzone ∩ VEzone

VTzone
(2.6)

Cdamage =
VEzone/VTzone

VEzone
(2.7)

Coverlap =
V 1
Ezone ∩ V 2

Ezone ∩ ...V N
Ezone

VEzone
(2.8)

where Ccover and Ctreat denote the percentage of the ablated target tumor
region and the coverage ratio with respect to the treatment zone including
its safety margin respectively. Note that a proper surgical planning for
successful tumor ablation has to ensure Ccover = 1, i.e. the complete tumor
needs to be covered by the individual electrodes’ ablation regions in order
to achieve a complete ablation. In addition, the value of Ctreat should be
as large as possible to also adequately cover the safety margin and, hence,
achieve a clean ablation. The ratio Cdamage represents the region of healthy
tissue ablated by the electrodes in comparison to the target tumor region,
and Coverlap denotes the redundancy of the ablation region. For a well-
planned ablation surgery, the values of Cdamage and Coverlap should be as low
as possible to avoid damaging healthy tissue and to lower redundancy. An
illustration of these quantities is given in Fig. 2.3. We can easily compute
the values of these individual regions based on Monte-Carlo integration.
Following this numeric integration approach, we approximate the volume
of a 3D region given in terms of the multi-dimensional integral

∫
Ω f(x̄)dx̄

based on the volume V =
∫

Ω dx̄ of the globally considered subset Ω ⊂ R3

and setting the values of an indicator function to one for (regularly sampled)
midpoints x̄i of the voxels in the respective sub-region ΩS ⊂ Ω, i.e.

fΩS
(x) =

{
1 if x ∈ ΩS

0 if x /∈ ΩS

,
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and computing the searched volume according to V 1
N

N∑
i=1

fΩS
(x̄).

Besides the aforementioned quantities to measure the coverage of the tu-
mor and treatment zones, the relative amount of damaged healthy tissue and
the redundancy, we also add a distance constraint CtDis for the final needle
configuration that enforces the electrode targets to not be more distant than
the maximum distance, i.e.

CtDis(p1, ..., pn) =
1

1 + e−k(max(d(pi,pj))−θnee)
(2.9)

where θnee denotes the maximum distance between the electrode targets
p1, ..., pn and k is a control parameter to steer the slope of the logistic func-
tion CtDis(p1, ..., pn) where we set k=2.

Based on all these individual penalties, we define a energy function EMed

that combines the medical constraints:

EMed = w0(1− Ccover) + w1(1− Ctreat)
+w2Cdamage + w3Coverlap + w4(CtDis)

(2.10)

where the parameters w0, w1, w2, w3 and w4 denote the weights of the cor-
responding constraints Ccover, Ctreat, Cdamage, Coverlap and CtDis. Finding
the proper positions for the individual needle targets then corresponds to
minimizing EMed. As shown in Alg. 1, P and R respectively denote the cen-
ters and radii of the spherical ablation regions in 3D space. In our method
the positions and radii are initialized randomly, while in every iteration we
update the positions and radii only if the energy decreases. In our implemen-
tation, the minimization function we used in Alg. 1 is the “interior-point”
method [Byrd et al., 1999, Byrd et al., 2000, Waltz et al., 2006].

2.2.4 Constraint-based Optimization of Needle Insertion
Paths

After the computation of suitable needle target locations that allow a suit-
able ablation of the tumor, we have to optimize the the insertion paths
Pi = −−→qipi for the i involved electrodes (i = 1, . . . , N) from their insertion
points qi on the skin to their corresponding target locations pi. Here, we
have to consider constraints imposed by surrounding structures like bones,
tissue, other organs or vessels as well as inadequate electrode insertion based
on crossing insertion paths to keep the caused damage as low as possible.
For this purpose, we formulate the task of computing the insertion paths in
terms of an energy optimization of the energy function EGeo with

EGeo = Λ1

n∑
i=1

Esingle,i + Λ2Emulti (2.11)
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Input: Electrode number N , Shape of treatment zone STz
Output: Electrode positions P = [p1, p2, ..., pN ], Radii of individual

electrodes’ ablation region R = [r1, r2, ..., rN ]
Start:
Initialize P with N random position in STz;
Initialize R with rmax;
Compute EMed,0 with P,R;
Sample Ptemp,Rtemp around P,R;
while not having reached the maximum number of iterations do

Compute EMed,temp with Ptemp,Rtemp;
if EMed,temp < EMed,0 then

Update P,R with Ptemp,Rtemp;
Update EMed,0 with EMed,temp;

end
Update Ptemp,Rtemp by sampling around P,R;

end
Algorithm 1: Optimization of needle target locations

where Esingle,i denotes the cost of inserting electrode i to its target location
and Emulti denotes the relevance of the configuration of multiple electrodes
with respect to each other. We estimate the insertion paths by minimizing
EGeo.

Optimizing the Insertion Paths of Single Electrodes

Each electrode is inserted on a position qi on the skin from where it is guided
to a the corresponding target pi. In the following, we formulate the cost of
each of the insertion paths −−→qipi in terms of a geometric constraint Esingle,
which is defined as

Esingle = v1Eplaus + v2Eobs + v3Elen + v4Edir, (2.12)

where v1, v2, v3 and v4 are the weights for Eplaus, Eobs, Elen and Edir, which
penalize different aspects as also illustrated in Fig. 2.4.

To ensure that the insertion is as safe as possible, we label regions
through which the electrodes can pass as plausible. Respective regions in-
clude regions not occupied by bones or other critical organs. Structures
such as bones or critical structures like organs or vessels, where the elec-
trodes cannot be passed inserted, in turn, are labeled as not plausible or
obstacle respectively. We then compute the signed distance field for the ab-
domen region, so that regions with positive value denote plausible regions
and regions with negative value denote obstacle regions. We combine these
hard constraints in the energy Eplaus, where we set Eplaus = ∞ for regions
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:

Figure 2.4: 2D illustration of the different types of constraints we used for
the optimization of insertion paths of individual electrodes. (A) shows the
border of anatomical structure on the axial plane of the patient abdomen
with colors (Red: bones (ribs and spine), Yellow: liver boundary, Magenta:
vessel, Green: tumor in the liver). (B-1) illustrates Eplaus the path −→pq1 shows
an example for Eplaus =∞, the path 2 shows an example of Eplaus = 0. (B-
2) illustrates Eobs: position pk is a point on path −→pq and the position ok is the
point on the nearest obstacle. (B-3) illustrates Edir and (B-4) shows Elen.
Here, we depict the underlying idea in the 2D axial plane of the abdominal
region for illustration purposes, while our approach applies this concept in
3D.

where we cannot let the needle pass through and Eplaus = 0 for regions
where the needle can be passed through.

Furthermore, Eobs encourages insertion paths being more distant to ob-
stacle regions, i.e.:

Eobs = Dist(p, q)/
k∑
Dist(pk, ok), pk is on P (2.13)

where pk denotes the position of a discrete point on the insertion path and
ok denotes the respectively closest point on the nearest obstacle.

In addition, Elen penalizes insertion paths with a larger insertion depth
and ensures the paths to be larger than the minimum insertion depth θnee:

Elen = (Dist(p, q)− l0)/l0 ,when Dist(p, q) ≥ θdepth
Elen = 100 ∗ l0/Dist(p, q) ,when Dist(p, q) < θdepth

(2.14)

where l0 denotes the length of the initial insertion (i.e. the point on the skin
where an orthogonal insertion would lead to the respective target postion)
and θdepth denotes the minimum length that has to be met in order to
sufficiently anchor the electrode in the tissue while performing the ablation.

Finally, Edir, which is specified as

Edir = (1− cos θskin) + (1− cos θliver), (2.15)
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penalizes insertion paths according to their insertion direction on the skin
and the liver surface, where θskin denotes the angle of the insertion path and
the normal direction at the insertion point on the skin and θliver denotes the
angle between the insertion path and the normal direction at the insertion
point on liver surface. These two angles should be as small as possible to
ensure that the needle can properly pierce into the tissue without slipping.

Additional Constraints in the Presence of Multiple Electrodes

The ablation of large tumors involves multiple electrodes. For their insertion
into the respective target location, additional constraints have to be met as
e.g. the insertion paths should not inter-cross or be too close to each other to
ensure that the surgery can be performed in a convenient manner. Besides,
according to doctors’ experience, the surgery can be performed easier when
the electrodes have a similar insertion direction.

We define Edist and Epara to constrain the configurations of multiple
insertion paths for multiple electrodes according to

Emulti = u1Edist + u2Epara, (2.16)

where Edist denotes the distance between any of the two electrodes of the
planning and Epara denotes their relevant direction between the planned
paths, thereby awarding insertion paths with similar direction that are easier
to handle for the doctor performing the percutaneous insertion. u1 and u2

are weights for Edist and Epara.
Edist as defined by

Edist =
Dist(pi, pj)

min(Dist(pi,k, pj,k))
(2.17)

penalizes configurations where electrodes have a distance smaller than the
target distance from each other, while Epara with

Epara = 1/

1≤i,j≤N∏
i,j

1 +
Pi · Pj

‖Pi‖ · ‖Pj‖

 (2.18)

awards the treatment planning with electrodes having similar directions,
where Pi and Pj denotes a pair of insertion paths. Here, pi,k denotes a point
on the insertion path Pi and pj,k denotes its nearest point on the insertion
path Pj . Dist(pi, pj) denotes the distance of the electrode tips of paths i
and j. The distance between insertion paths should at any position not be
below the corresponding final tip distance, i.e. the smallest distance should
exactly occur between the needles’ target positions and the value of Edist
should always be smaller than 1. In Alg. 2 we provide pseudocode for the
implementation of our needle insertion approach.
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Input: Needle target: P = [p1, p2, ..., pN ],
Shape of the Liver, Skin and the Obstacles in abdomen:
SLiver, SSkin, SObs
Output: Optimal puncture direction D = [~d1, ~d2, ..., ~dN ]
Start:
Initialize insertion directions D0 within axial plane, perpendicular
to the operation bed;

Compute EGeo with P0,D0, SLiver, SSkin, SObs;
Sample Dtemp around D0;
while not having reached the maximum number of interations do

Compute EGeo,temp with P,Dtemp, SLiver, SSkin, SObs;

if EGeo,temp < EGeo,0 then
D← Dtemp;
EGeo,0 ← EGeo,temp;

end
Update Dtemp by sampling around D;

end
Algorithm 2: Determination of needle insertion paths.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Experimental Materials

The data we used in this paper is composed of the pre- and post-surgery 3D
CT-scans of 5 different patients with hepatic tumors, including both male
and female patients. The medical data is provided by The First Affiliated
Hospital, Sun Yat-sen University. According to the expert consensus, both
RFA and MWA are feasible for the treatment of tumors with a diameter up
to 5cm. Therefore, all of the tumors involved in our dataset are no larger
than 5cm. The size and the location of tumors according to Couninaud′s
segmentation [Couinaud, 1999] are listed in Figure 2.5. The anatomical
structures of the five patients with organs are marked in different colors.
All labels in this work are sketched by a senior clinician from The First
Affiliated Hospital of the Sun Yan-sen University.

For RFA, we choose the common ablation needle Medtronic
COOL-TIPTM [Medtronic, 2020] RFA single electrode for our pre-operative
planning. We can see from the user manual that the needle ACT2030 has
an effect region with diameter d = 30±5mm while the needle ACT2020 has
an effect region with diameter d = 20 ± 3mm. The shape of the ablation
region around an electrode depends on the electrode type, the used energy,
the heating time as well as the surrounding tissue characteristics. Com-
pared with RFA, MWA gives an anisotropic ablation region, i.e. when the
ablation energy or ablation time increase, the ablation region grows faster
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along the electrode direction in comparison to the perpendicular direction
with respect to the electrode. To validate the ablation radius of the MWA
electrode, we employed an isolated bovine liver model as experimental ma-
terial. The doctor inserts the ablation needle into the liver, applies ablation
with different energy and time and observes the created ablation zone. Here
the used ablation energy and time to achieve a certain ablation region are
determined based on the doctors’ experience and the effect region of the mi-
crowave ablation needle varies from r = 12mm to r = 21mm (see Fig. 2.7).
Thus, in our experiments, we used the effective radius r ∈ [rmin, rmax] with
rmin = 8.5mm and rmax = 21mm.

2.3.2 Result

Our method first determines the treatment zone and then computes the
range of the number of electrodes required for completely ablating the can-
cerous area. After that, the method computes the candidate planning results
for the electrode target and the trajectory path. Doctors can select the tar-
get combination and trajectory path they prefer for performing the surgery.

The needle target position optimization implemented via Matlab and
the optimization of the needle insertion paths is implemented via C++. We
design this planning algorithm as an independent module, so libraries like
VTK, ITK, etc. are not involved in the present development.

Electrode Placement Initialization

The determination of the electrode target is based on the optimization of
medical constraints. We first determine the treatment zone of the target
tumor. Then, we select the number of electrodes with the method described
in Sec. 2.2.2. After that, our method initializes the position of the needle
targets randomly around the principal axis.

The size and shape of the treatment zone depends on the tumor location.
In our experiments, the safety margin is set to the value of 5mm according
to the consensus by experts in literature. Fig. 2.6 shows the treatment zone
of our three clinical cases with a safety margin of θs = 5mm.

Our algorithm is suitable for plannings with different numbers of elec-
trodes, so that doctors can choose their preferred insertion for applying the
surgery. In Sec. 2.2.2, the determination of the needle number sometimes
may lead to multiple solutions. For example, for the medical cases 3-1 and
3-2, the number of required electrodes via our approach varies from 2 to
4 and 1 to 3 respectively. However, in practical situations, ablations with
more than three electrodes are rare, while ablations with more than four
electrodes are not recommend in the expert consensus. Therefore, our algo-
rithm suggests the surgeon to consider the planning with no more than four
needles.
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As shown in Tab. 2.1, even though this planning leads to different num-
bers of electrodes, all of these pre-planned electrode target combinations
have 100% coverage rate of the tumor region together with over 96% abla-
tion rate of the region inside the safety margin. The result also shows that
the planning with different needles causes different coverage rates of the
cancerous and healthy tissue. Doctors can apply the algorithm and adjust
the weights of the factors and choose a reasonable plan among the obtained
results. We recommend doctors to choose the plan with the lowest damage
to healthy tissue among the results fulfilling the medical requirements.

Needle Target Optimization and Determined Insertion Trajecto-
ries

The computation for the target position is performed with the method de-
scribed in Sec. 2.2.3. In our experiment, the weights of the medical con-
straints are set to w0 = 1, w1 = 3, w2 = 1, w3 = 1/3, w4 = 1 .

The resulting needle electrode targets determined for each of the exper-
imental cases are shown in Tab. 2.1. From the table we can see that all the
plannings have an ablation radius inside the range of [rmin, rmax] and the
combined ablation zone completely covers the tumor region, i.e. Ecover = 1.
Furthermore, over 96.9% of the safety margin is covered by the ablation
region with only a damage rate of 26.3% on average.

For the tumors in the cases 2 and 3, plannings for multi-electrode based
ablation are taken into consideration as well. The results show that both
types of plannings can fulfill the treatment requirements. Thus, when the
doctor decided to apply a single needle based ablation on these tumor cases,
the electrode with a larger effect region is the preferable choice. The illus-
trations of the electrode target plannings are shown in Fig. 2.8 and Fig. 2.9.

The trajectory planning results are shown in Tab. 2.2. From the table
we can see that all the trajectory planning results have an insertion depth
l that is larger than the minimum insertion depth θdepth = 50mm required
so that the tissue can support the needle while applying the thermal abla-
tion. Besides, according to the doctors’ practical experience, the insertion
is hard to process when the angle between the insertion path and the skin
normal θskin and the angle between the insertion path and the liver surface
normal θliver are larger than 60◦. Therefore, all results in Tab. 2.2 fulfill the
requirements encountered in practice.

For the geometry constraints we use for trajectory planning, we use the
weights v1 = v2 = v3 = v4 = 1 and u1 = u2 = 1. The corresponding
illustrations of the trajectory planning are shown in Fig. 2.8 and Fig. 2.9.

When the method leads to multiple results, we recommend doctors to
choose the planning result that results in less damage to the patient, i.e.
with a lower number of electrodes and lower Cdamage among those plannings
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Table 2.1: Resulting number of electrodes and ablation regions.

Case Plan Ablation radius (mm) NeeNr Ccover, Ctreat, Cdamage, Coverlap

1 1 r1 = 10.93 1 100%, 98%, 51%, 0%
2 2 r1 = 12.97 1 100%, 97%, 21%, 0%

3 r1=11.20 r2=10.60 2 100%, 92%, 9%, 31%
3-1 4 r1 =14.25, r2=14.51 2 100%, 97%, 21%, 27%

5 r1 =13.76 r2=13.71, r3=13.29 3 100%, 98%, 25%, 39%
3-2 6 r1=16.04 1 100%, 98%, 32%, 0%

7 r1=14.02, r2=13.43 2 100%, 95%, 24%, 30%
8 r1=11.74, r2=11.88, r3=13.66 3 100%, 94%, 22%, 41%

4 9 r1=16.65, r2=17.12, r3=16.10, r4=16.87 4 100%, 100%, 27%, 41%
5 10 r1=16.92, r2=17.33, r3=17.98, r4=17.49 4 100%, 100%, 31%, 43%
AVG - - - 100%, 96.9%, 26.3%, –
Plan: Index number of the planning result; NeeNr: number of used needles; Ccover the coverage
rate of the tumor region, Ctreat, Cdamage, Coverlap are the parameters specifying coverage of the
treatment zone, the zone of damaged tissue and the involved redundancy as defined in Sec. 2.2.2.
AVG: average Ccover, Ctreat, Cdamage of our planning result. From the result we can see that all
the plannings covered the tumor region to 100% with Ctreat = 96.9% and Cdamage = 26.3% on
average.

that fulfill the treatment requirements. In practice, the conditions may vary
greatly for each patient, thus the constraints can have different priorities.
Under these circumstances, we design a flexible optimization approach for
doctors to adjust the weight of different constraints, which can help the
doctor to design the most suitable plan for each patient. In the future work,
with an increasing number of available patient data, we will explore the
selection of optimal parameter configurations and for different cases.

Planning for Multiple Tumors

In many cases, the patient has more than one tumor inside the liver. For
this type of special cases, our method addresses this issue from the following
two perspectives:

If the tumors are adjacent to each other with a distance smaller than
the safety margin, i.e. the treatment zone for the tumors are overlapping
and form a single large treatment zone, we can directly apply the planning
method for one large treatment zone.

When the tumors have a large distance from each other (like in case 3
in Fig. 2.5), our planning method should be applied in two steps. First,
we apply the ablation target planning for each of the tumors to identify
the target position and ablation radius of the electrodes. Then, we perform
the trajectory planning for all the target positions together with our path
optimization method. This way, we can ensure that the final result fulfills
both the medical and geometric constraints.
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Table 2.2: Results for trajectory planning.
Case Plan Depth (mm) θskin θliver
1 1 75.68 9.86◦ 18.88◦

2 2 54.56 1.03◦ 19.54◦

3 52.36 5.05◦ 26.25◦

56.57 48.26◦ 22.28◦

3-1 4 75.57 23.99◦ 35.56◦

80.01 12.24◦ 51.96◦

5 74.96 21.20◦ 36.72◦

80.65 21.75◦ 42.34◦

74.46 21.98◦ 47.36◦

3-2 6 50.30 14.68◦ 30.43◦

7 60.12 2.12◦ 39.21◦

65.84 16.82◦ 35.77◦

8 59.79 44.02◦ 39.05◦

71.73 20.48◦ 34.89◦

68.58 20.11◦ 39.24◦

4 9 52.00 13.75◦ 4.45◦

50.00 25.76◦ 13.73◦

50.00 16.83◦ 14.84◦

50.43 27.18◦ 22.26◦

5 10 50.00 25.90◦ 39.39◦

56.00 33.85◦ 51.42◦

50.00 30.23◦ 51.37◦

52.00 20.50◦ 32.48◦

AVG – 61.36 20.76◦ 32.58◦

Case: index of medical cases; Plan: index of trajectory planning;
Depth: insertion depth for each electrode; θskin: angle between the
insertion direction and the normal direction on the skin at the inser-
tion position. θliver: angle between the insertion direction and the
normal direction on the liver surface at the insertion position. AVG:
average of the Depth, θskin and θliver.
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2.3.3 Multi-electrode Plannings

In order to evaluate our approach for the multi-electrode liver tumor ablation
treatment planning, we compared the result with the clinical outcome shown
in Fig. 2.10. Tab. 2.3 quantitatively compares results of our approach with
the clinical outcomes, which illustrates that our planning results cause lower
damage than the clinician’s experimental planning. The result shows that
both of the plannings have an insertion depth larger than the minimum
insertion depth θdepth for supporting the electrode during the surgery and
both θliver and θskin fulfill the requirements regarding practicability, which
makes the puncture process comfortable for doctors.

Furthermore, Tab. 2.3 shows that our results have a shorter insertion
depth and a lower ablation of healthy tissue, which causes less damage than
the clinical result. We showed the results to the surgeons and they agreed
that our method can generate a better path planning than the paths they
had chosen based on their experience.

We also compared our method with the state-of-the-art method
[Liang et al., 2019a]. We apply both methods on the multi-electrode plan-
ning case 3-1. The comparison of the planning results are shown in Tab. 2.4.
As the approach by Liang et al. [Liang et al., 2019a] only considers the same
effective radius for each of the RFA electrodes, the planning result leads to
either an incomplete ablation or a higher damage, while our method can
avoid this issue and finds a good trade-off.

Specifically, our method shows great flexibility in pre-operative planning
from the following two perspectives: First, we allow the doctors to use the
ablation needles from different ablation devices in the surgery, which allows
a higher flexibility for surgical requirements. Second, our algorithm allows
doctors to adjust the empirical coefficients, which can achieve the best fitting
for the planned ablation region. In this regard, our algorithm can generate
multiple results with different numbers of ablation electrodes, which allows
surgeons to choose their prefererences regarding the planning for the surgery.

From the data-driven nature of our method we can know that when
multiple electrode based ablation is applied, the distance of the electrodes’
tip has an influence on the ablation region. Our algorithm presented in
this paper considers only the situation that all the electrode tips work at
the same time with a distance smaller than rmax to ensure that ablation
regions of the electrodes are merged together without gaps. However in
some practical cases, this procedure is not necessary. Therefore, our future
work will improve this to achieve a more precise planning.

2.3.4 Computational Time

In the following, we report computation times for our (unoptimized) im-
plementation for a system with portable computer (Thinkpad P14s with
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Table 2.3: Comparison between our target planning and the manual plan-
ning performed by doctors.

Case Plan Ecover Etreat Edamage Depth(mm)

1 1-our 100% 98% 51% 75.68
Doc 100% - 74% 73.74, 75.71

2 2-our 100% 97% 21% 54.56
3-our 100% 92% 9% 52.36, 56.57
Doc 96% - 57% 59.44, 58.45

3-1 4-our 100% 97% 21% 75.57, 80.01
5-our 100% 98% 25% 74.96, 80.64, 74.46
Doc 99% - 28% 78.51, 81.70

3-2 6-our 100% 98% 32% 50.30
7-our 100% 95% 24% 60.12, 65.84
8-our 100% 94% 22% 59.79, 71.73, 68.58
Doc 100% - 31% 53.96

4 9-our 100% 100% 27% 52, 50, 50, 50.43
Doc 100% - 42.38% 70.8, 86.9, 55.8, 61.9

5 10-our 100% 100% 31% 50, 56, 50, 52
Doc 100% - 36.46% 73.5, 65.6, 50.6, 58.5

Case: index of medical cases; Plan: index of trajectory planning, ”Doc”
denotes the planning extracted from the clinical outcome; Ecover: coverage
rate of the tumor region; Etreat: coverage rate of the treatment zone in-
side the safety margin. Edamage: percentage of the healthy tissue that has
been damaged inside the ablation region; Depth: insertion depth for each
electrode.

Table 2.4: Comparison between our target planning result and the planning
according to the method by Liang et al. [Liang et al., 2019a].

neeNr Radius(mm) Ecover Etreat Edamage Method

2 r1=14.25, r2=14.51 100% 97% 21% Ours
r1=r2=10 99% 56% 0% [Liang et al., 2019a]
r1=r2=15 100% 97% 35% [Liang et al., 2019a]

3 r1=13.76, r2=13.71, r3=13.29 100% 98% 25% Ours
r1=r2=r3=10 100% 69% 1% [Liang et al., 2019a]
r1=r2=r3=15 100% 99% 49% [Liang et al., 2019a]

neeNr: number of involved electrodes; Radius: ablation radius of each elec-
trode in the planning; Ecover: coverage rate of the tumor region; Etreat:
ablation rate of the treatment zone inside the safety margin; Edamage: per-
centage of the healthy tissue that has been damaged inside the ablation
region.
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Intel(R) Core(TM)i7-10510U CPU, 8 core 1.80GHz, 16.0G RAM, NVIDIA
Quadro P520).

The planning for an ablation with four needles takes 2 to 50 minutes
for the optimization of the needle positions and no more than 3 minutes
for optimizing of the insertion path. Considering that doctors have to pre-
pare several days before the ablation treatment of large hepatic tumor, this
processing time can fulfill the clinical requirement.

2.4 Discussion

We presented an automatic and versatile percutaneous puncture planning
for thermal ablation of liver tumor. With the optimization of insertion
target locations and insertion paths, our planning allows completely ablating
the tumor region with a safety margin while causing less damage than the
experimental clinical puncture paths. Besides, our algorithm offers a great
flexibility for the doctors regarding the adjustment of empirical parameters
for each step.

So far, our method only considered the configuration of multiple single-
tip-electrodes that perform the thermal ablation simultaneously. Further
strategies for thermal ablation surgery include the sequential ablation based
on single-tip-electrodes or the ablation with cluster electrodes. While we did
not focus on these strategies, our approach can also be adapted to the se-
quential ablation by adjusting the remaining treatment zone and the current
needle position. As the RFA cluster electrode has a larger exposure than
a single electrode, it is an alternative for the treatment of large tumors.
Our ablation planning algorithm can be applied in this case by considering
the cluster electrode as one single-tip needle with a large effect region. The
needle target planning can therefore use the method in Sec. 2.2.3 and the
needle path optimization method in Sec. 2.2.4 that are both still suitable
for this case. In future work, with an increasing number of available patient
data, we will explore the selection of optimal parameter configurations for
different cases.
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Figure 2.5: The anatomical structure of three clinical cases reconstructed
from the medical data. (Case 1, 2, 4, 5) all have one tumor in the liver while
(Case 3) has two tumors in the liver (Yellow: Liver; Cyan: Gallbladder; Red:
Artery; Magenta: Vein; Green: Tumor). The size and position of the tumor
according to Couninaud segmentation [Couinaud, 1999] are also listed.
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Figure 2.6: The treatment zone of the 4 tumors in the five medical cases
shown in Fig. 2.5 with a safety margin of θs = 5mm. Red: Region covered
by the tumor; Yellow: Treatment zone for completely ablating the tumor.
The units of the plot in this figure is mm.

Figure 2.7: MWA electrode ablation region validation on isolated bovine
liver. The three images illustrate diameter of the microwave ablation needle
when applying different ablation time and effect.
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Figure 2.8: The needle target and trajectory planning result for the cases 1
to 3-1. The third column shows the tumor region (red), treatment zone of the
tumor with a safety margin of θs = 5mm (yellow) and the ablation zone for
each electrode tip (green sphere). The last column shows the corresponding
trajectory planning for the insertion where different parts such as ribs/spine
(blue), liver (yellow), artery (red), vein (magenta), gallbladder (cyan) and
the tumor (black) are marked with different colors. The ablation zone for
each electrode tip is marked with a green sphere and the insertion path
trajectory is marked as a green line.
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Figure 2.9: The needle target and trajectory planning result for the cases 3-
1 to 5. The third column shows the tumor region (red), treatment zone of the
tumor with a safety margin of θs = 5mm (yellow) and the ablation zone for
each electrode tip (green sphere). The last column shows the corresponding
trajectory planning for the insertion where different parts such as ribs/spine
(blue), liver (yellow), artery (red), vein (magenta), gallbladder (cyan) and
the tumor (black) are marked with different colors. The ablation zone for
each electrode tip is marked with a green sphere and the insertion path
trajectory is marked as a green line.
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Figure 2.10: The CT images of the clinical outcome by surgeons. The upper
row in both upper and bottom table shows the pre-operative CT images of
the six tumors, where we applied our path planning. The lower row shows
the CT images after the surgeons performed the ablation. The red circles
highlight the tumor region, while the green squares highlight the ablation
region after surgery.
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Dynamic tumor puncture
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Chapter 3

AR-Guided Respiratory
Liver Tumors Punctures

Augmented Reality Guided Respiratory Liver Tu-
mors Punctures: A Preliminary Feasibility Study

Liver tumor puncture is the key step for both liver biopsy and the thermal
ablation treatment. Even though the puncture procedure is performed in
only a short time, the breathing motion of the patient will still cause a dy-
namic movement of the target. This movement improves the difficulty for
surgeons to puncture the needle towards the pre-planned target. Besides,
the puncture accuracy under traditional CT-guided modality is highly de-
pendent on the surgeon’s experience as its high requirement for the imagina-
tion of 3D anatomical structures and hand-eye coordination, i.e. performing
puncture process while looking at the pre-planned puncture path displayed
on a monitor. Thus, an intuitive and friendly navigation modality, which
can display the dynamic position of the liver tumors under respiration, is
necessary for improving the accuracy and efficiency of puncture.

This chapter aims to improve the puncture accuracy and efficiency prob-
lem via a method that solves the dynamic puncture target localizing prob-
lem. In order to solve the dynamic puncture problem, our method orga-
nized the reconstruction of respiratory motion based on the attribute of the
patient’s respiration. This work is done under the assumption that a respi-
ratory cycle of the patient after anesthesia can be considered as a regular
repeat period that contains always an exhalation-inhalation stage and an
inhalation-exhalation stage. At the same time, this work also assumes that
at a specific time, the internal tumor displacement and the external skin
movement are at the same respiration state. In this way, this task can be
organized as a question that computes the corresponding internal tumor
position according to the observed movement of the external skin marker.
Therefore, our method set up a correlation model between the internal tu-
mor motion and external skin movement. By attaching optical markers to
the patient’s abdomen skin, the optical tracking system can observe the skin
movement under breath during the puncture. As the markers’ and tumor’s
displacement under respiratory motion can be reconstructed by CT scanned
medical image, the tumor position at a specific time can be therefore com-
puted from the real-time optical marker’s position. In order to show the
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navigation information in an intuitive way, our method calibrates the OST-
HMD Epson MoveRio BT300 and the optical tracking system NDI in our
pipeline. Therefore, the real-time position of the tumor can be shown in the
holographic augmented reality way.

The validation experiment is done at Shenzhen People’s Hospital. In
the animal experiment, an artificial lesion is implemented into the liver of
a healthy beagle dog. In the pre-operative stage, the displacement of the
artificial tumor and the optical markers under the beagle dog’s respiratory
cycle are constructed. The puncture experiments are performed by experi-
enced surgeons in both CT-guided and the holographic AR-guided way. The
puncture result showed that the process with guidance using our augmented
reality modality gives higher precision and less needle adjustment than the
traditional puncture modality with CT-guided information. The method
in this chapter is a preliminary feasibility study, which shows the potential
possibility for applying the augmented reality surgical navigation method
in the general surgery, in which the operation target has a movement under
the patient’s respiratory.
Content of this chapter is published as a peer reviewed technical brief paper

in conference ACM SIGGRAPH Asia 2019:
Ruotong Li, Tianpei Yang, Weixin Si, Xiangyun Liao, Qiong Wang, Rein-
hard Klein, Pheng-Ann Heng: Augmented Reality Guided Respiratory Liver
Tumors Punctures: A Preliminary Feasibility Study. ACM SIGGRAPH
Asia Technical Briefs 2019: 114-117. https://doi.org/10.1145/3355088.
3365166

All the medical experiment was approved by the local ethics committee.
Shenzhen People’s Hospital provides the medical data and the experiment
animal used in this article. Jianxi Guo and Yanfang Zhang are responsible
for the medical image labeling, medical knowledge consulting and animal
experiment performing.

Contribution of the thesis author: Conceptualization, Methodology,
literature review, algorithm implementation and validation, results inter-
pretation and visualization, manuscript composition, validation experiment
design.

Abstract

CT-guided radiofrequency ablation (RFA) has evolved rapidly over the past
decade and become a widely accepted treatment option for patients with
liver tumors. However, it is hard for doctors to locate tumors precisely
while avoid damaging the surrounding risk structures with 2D CT images,
which only provides limited static information, especially in case of respi-
ratory motion. This paper presents a novel augmented reality guidance
modality for improving the precision of liver tumors punctures by providing
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CHAPTER 3. 3.1. INTRODUCTION

visual cue of 3D personalized anatomy with respiratory motion. Optical see-
through display devices Epson MoveRio BT300 and Microsoft HoloLens are
used to mix pre-operative 3D personalized data and intra-operative physi-
cal scene. Here an augmented reality based surgical navigation pipeline is
proposed to achieve the transformation from raw medical data to virtual
guidance information and precisely superimpose this information onto real
experimental animal. In addition, to alleviate the difficulty during needle
placement induced by respiratory motion, we proposed a correlation model
to real-timely predict the tumor position via regression based respiration
state estimation and the statistical tumor motion model. We experimen-
tally validated the proposed system on in vivo beagle dogs with artificial
lesion, which can effectively improve the puncture efficiency and precision.
The proposed augmented reality modality is a general strategy to guide the
doctors perform precise percutaneous puncture under respiration conditions
and has the potential to be used for other surgical navigation tasks.

Keywords: Augmented Reality; Surgical Navigation; Virtual-real
Alignment; Correlation Model, Statistical Motion Model

3.1 Introduction

Radiofrequency ablation (RFA) therapy for liver tumor is a widely used
local mini-invasive percutaneous puncture treatment technology. Tradi-
tionally, surgeons in RFA surgery are guided by the ultrasound and com-
puted tomography (CT) imaging to place the needle into the target tumor.
However, the ultrasound is too fuzzy for the surgeons to distinguish the
tumor with the surrounding tissues during percutaneous puncture, while
CT images can provide more clear guidance images, but it cannot pro-
vide real-time intra-operative guidance [Lee et al., 2010, Kim et al., 2012].
Besides, the “Heads up” display of 2D intra-operative guided images fur-
ther increases the operation difficulty and reduces the operation preci-
sion, since it lacks direct coordinating of surgeons’ hands with the vi-
sion [Crocetti et al., 2016, Cazzato et al., 2016].

Beyond the traditional 2D image-guided modality, augmented real-
ity (AR) is a promising technology for surgical navigation and attracts
widespread attentions from academy and industry communities since it
can integrate virtual objects into the users perception of reality by graph-
ics technologies. Philips developed an augmented-reality surgical navi-
gation system to assist traditional image-guided minimally-invasive sur-
gical guidance by combination of 3D X-ray imaging and optical imag-
ing to provide surgeons with a unique augmented-reality view of the in-
side and outside of a patient during surgical procedures. However, it is
still not convenient enough for doctors since hand-eye coordination is also
a prerequisite conditions for doctors. Optical see-through head-mounted
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display (OST-HMD) can well tackle this issue, it can provide the on-
patient see-through guidance modality and enhance the surgeon’s perception
of the depth and spatial relationships of surrounding structures through
the augmented reality-based fusion of 3D virtual objects with real ob-
jects [Bernhardt et al., 2017b, Guha et al., 2017a]. Nowadays a lot of re-
searchers have developed augmented reality navigation system for different
medical application [Xie et al., 2017, Qian et al., 2018], but their guidance
information is in static mode, which is not suitable for applications in dy-
namic conditions, especially for the free breathing.

This paper presents a comprehensive workflow for augmented reality
based surgical navigation of needles in respiratory liver tumor targeting for
RFA or other therapies where 2D images is not precisely enough to locate the
lesion. In our prototype, we develop a collocation mechanism for all utilities
to precisely align the coordinate system of optical measurement system,
the augmented reality visualization system with the real objects, including
puncture needle, tumor and liver on the animal. Besides, for respiratory
motion, We propose a internal-external correlation model to associate the
motion of surface makers on animal abdomen with that of internal tumors,
here regression model is proposed to estimate the respiration state and then
predict the respiratory tumor position according to the statistical tumor
motion model. With our augmented reality guidance modality, surgeons can
more intuitively locate the target tumors in a more efficient and accurate
manner. The overview of our system is shown in Fig. 3.1.

3.2 Methodology

3.2.1 Raw medical data acquisition and processing

We employ a Beagle dog to perform the animal experiment. To accurately
construct the spatial information between liver, tumor and ribs, we place 6
NDI surface marker as landmarks on the skin that near the ribs of it, shown
in Figure 3.2. The ground truth of the respiratory motion is obtained via
4D-CT imaging, which records the deformation and displacement of the
internal organ together with the surface marker under the free-breathing
respiratory motion. At the same time, we continuous tracking the surface
marker with the optical tracking system.

The Materialise Mimics software is used for manually segment the CT
images of the abdomen into different tissues and accurately reconstruct the
3D geometric of the patient-specific model, including the liver, tumor and
the surface marker on the dog’s skin. The 3D models denotes with M =
(V,E), where V is the set of vertices (in CT-image coordinate) on the model
surface and E is the set of edges (forming the triangles).

Marker locations SM (t) = {s1(t), · · · , sn(t)|si(t) ∈ R3, t ∈ R+}(n = 6)
and the tumor location ST (t) ∈ R3, t ∈ R+ under the CT coordinate are cal-
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Figure 3.1: The pipeline of our augmented reality based surgical navigation
system.

culate from the center of the patient specific 3D model. The surface marker
position OM (t) = {o1(t), · · · , on(t)|oi(t) ∈ R3, t ∈ R+}(n = 6) under world
coordinate is directly get from the optical tracker. With this procedural,
we acquired the marker movement in both CT-device and world coordinate.
The marker locations obtained by CT can map into the world coordinate by
apply the transformation T TraCT .

We analyze the continuously captured periodical marker movement with
tracker tracked location data OM (t) to get the average marker movement
period ŌM (t). Then we sort the CT-extracted marker position SM (t) and
its corresponding tumor position ST (t) by placing its mapping S′M (t) in the
proper order which follows the movement in ŌM (t). Then we perform the
data augmentation via spline interpolation, which allows generating com-
plete respiration sequences for surface maker and tumor.

3.2.2 Respiratory motion reconstruction

In order to provide precisely navigation information to the surgeon, we re-
construct the respiration surface marker motion and tumor motion via sta-
tistical motion model. In present stage, we only consider the correlation
between liver tumor and surface markers during respiration.
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Figure 3.2: Raw medical data acquisition.

We assume that the respiration cycle is a regular repeat consists the
state an exhalation-inhalation stage and the inhalation-exhalation stage.
Calculate the mean state s̄M,T (tref ) as reference state, we can calculate the
deformation field of the tumor and markers position set. The deformation
field therefore can represent as vectors between a reference state s̄M,T (tref )
and the rest position in the displacement sequence.

∆s = sM,T (t)− s̄M,T (tref ) (3.1)

We assume the position of the tumor and surface markers at specific respi-
ration state follow the Gaussian distribution. Thus their displacement can
be represented as a mixture of Gaussian distributions of different respiration
states. Which can represented as following:

p(x) = s̄M,T (tref ) +

8∑
n=1

p(∆sM,T (tn))p(x|∆sM,T (tn)) (3.2)

where ∆SM,T is the set of marker and tumor displacement in the respi-
ration states. In our work, we regress the respiration cycle to eight state
{∆sM,T (t1), · · ·∆sM,T (t8)} (shown in Figure 3.1).

3.2.3 Tumor Position Prediction

Based on the previous statistically motion modeling, we can represent the
periodic motion of liver tumor and surface markers as a linear combination
of the eight respiration states.

∆sM,T (t) = sM,T (t0) + c ·∆SM,T (tn) (3.3)
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where the sM,T (t0) is a reference state of the intra-operative respiration.
ci ∈ c = (c1, . . . , cn), n = 8 is a component in the vector of coefficients
represents the current breathing state.

We assume that the internal-external respiration motion has a correlation
that at a specific time, the tumor and the surface marker displacement are
at the same respiration state.

For a intra-operative tracking state of surface marker OM (t), the breath-
ing state c can compute easily by least square regression:

O′M (t) = SM (t0) + c ·∆SM (tn) (3.4)

O′M (t) = TCTTra · T
CTpre
CTInt

·OM (t) (3.5)

where TCTTra is the transformation from tracker to the CT device coordinate,

which we used for motion modeling. T
CTpre
CTInt

is the transformation from
patient intra-operative pose to the pre-operative pose in the medical data
acquisition phase. Thus the tumor position at the corresponding time is
predict as:

sT = sT (t0) + c ·∆sT (tn) (3.6)

Where the sT (t0) is the tumor position at the intra-operative reference state,
and ci is the component of the linear coefficient.

In the end, the predicted tumor position needs to map the world coor-
dinate in order to provide the proper information for the navigation system
via transformation s′T (t) = T TraCT · sT (t)

3.2.4 Dynamic virtual-real alignment

Here Epson MoveRio BT300 is employed to display the virtual guidance
information superposed on real objects, while HoloLens is equiped with
the surgeon assistant to wear in a fixed position, monitoring the overall
puncture process to provide surgeon with supplementary information in
other perspective and recording the video.

System Calibration Figure 3.3 illustrates the collocation process of
our AR prototype. Here we define the coordinate of optical tracker as the
world coordinate, while attach optical markers on every utility in surgical
scenario and holographic display devices. For each utility, we adopt two
steps to achieve the precise system calibration, which are global and local
transformation.

We first perform global transformation from utility coordinate to the
world coordinate by T TraUti = {T TraNee , T

Tra
Ani , T

Tra
Dis1, T

Tra
Dis2}, denoting transfor-

mation from marker coordinate fixed on utilities to the world coordinate.
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Figure 3.3: Coordinate transformation

Then we apply a local transformation from the utility coordinate to the
optical marker via:

T TraUti = TOptdev · Tdev (3.7)

Finally, we calculate the transformation TDisTra ∈ {TDis1Tra , T
Dis2
Tra } from global

coordinate to the device display coordinate, which is the inverse of T TraDis .

Dynamic alignment Considering that doctors equipped with OST-
HMD need to observe the respiratory liver tumor from different views, while
manipulate the needle targeting the tumor, we present an accurate dynamic
alignment method to perfectly superimpose 3D images of the needle, liver,
tumor, surface markers onto the surgical region in situ. The specific im-
plementation can be divided into pre-operative process and intra-operative
process.
Pre-operative process:

� Scan a frame of CT image of animal and get the positions of body
surface trackers in the CT coordination system SM (t).

� Record the location of six body surface trackers in the optical tracker
coordination system OM (t) at the same time.

� Calculate T TraV ir according to the Eq. 3.8 and send it to correlation
model.

T TraV ir = OM (t) · SM (t)−1 (3.8)

Intra-operative process:
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� NDI tracker captures transformation of optical markers on needle and
surface markers in real time TNee, TAni.

� Take a frame of CT scan, calculating T
CTpre
CTInt

with Eq. 3.5 for the
patient pre- and intra-operative alignment.

� Display the virtual guidance information on MoveRio and HoloLens
according to:

Dispaly = TDisTra · TV ir (3.9)

where TV ir ∈ {TNee, TAni, OM,T (t)}.

3.3 Experiment

To validate the effectiveness of our navigation system, an experienced sur-
geon was invited to adopt both traditional CT-guided and augmented reality
guided modalities to insert the ablation needle into the dog respiratory liver
tumor. According to suggestions from the surgeon, we define only a puncture
no further than 3.50mm from the tumor center as an “accurate” puncture,
needle adjustment is allowed for achieving the accurate puncture.

3.3.1 Material

Experiment animal: beagle dog, female, 36months, 12kg. Percutaneous liver
puncture of experimental animal was performed after general anesthesia.

Animal tumor model was build by implanting the iodine oil in animal
liver. We first scan the dog abdomen to determine the appropriate position
of tumor implantation, and then use the sticky tape to attach the locator on
the animal abdomen skin around liver. Besides, we can choose the optimal
needle insertion path (7th subcostal), insertion angle (perpendicular to the
skin) and distance (8cm) from the puncture point on the skin. Last, the
surgeon injected the prepared iodine oil (2ml) into the liver.

3.3.2 Result

In the augmented reality navigation modality, we use the NDI Polaris to
track all the utilities in surgical scenario, so that the operation region is
limited in the tracking region of NDI Polaris. Besides, the surgeon wears
the Epson MoveRio to locate the moving tumor while the assistant wears
the HoloLens to monitor the overall process and record the video. The
operations can be seen in the Fig. 3.4.

The percutaneous puncture results of traditional CT guided modality
and our augmented reality modality can be seen in Fig. 3.5 and Table 3.1,
which illustrates that compared with traditional navigation modality, our
method allows surgeon intuitively targeting the lesion from different insert
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Figure 3.4: The surgeon performed AR-guided needle insertion.

angles with high accuracy, while it can also reduce the number of needle
adjustments.

Figure 3.5: The sagittal plane of the needle insertion result in CT. (a)
traditional CT-guided puncture, (b), (c) and (d) AR-guided puncture from
three different insertion angles.

3.3.3 Discussion

In our current prototype, the ablation needle is modeled as rigid body. How-
ever, the deformation of ablation needle cannot be ignored, we now require
the surgeons hold the needle in a proper way to keep the puncture direction
along the needle direction in order to reduce the errors induced by needle
deformation.

3.4 Conclusion

This paper presented a preliminary feasible study of using the augmented re-
ality guidance modality to achieve the respiratory liver tumor puncture. The
performance of this novel navigation modality is validated on a beagle dog
with artificial lesion. Experimental results demonstrate that surgeons with
AR-guided information can target the lesion more easily, more efficiently and
more accurately than using the traditional 2D CT images guided modality.
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Table 3.1: Accuracy comparison of AR-guided and traditional CT-guided
modalities.

Nr. 1st Adjust 1 Adjust 2 Adjust 3

Tr 9.02mm 7.02mm 3.81mm 2.58mm
AR 1 4.89mm 3.48mm - -
AR 2 9.79mm 6.08mm 2.49mm -
AR 3 8.04mm 2.06mm - -

Considering that our current correlation model can only predict the tu-
mor moves along with the surface markers, which can’t provide the infor-
mation of other key structures in target region, such as vessels. Thus, our
immediate plan is to achieve the non-rigid registration of such key struc-
tures in order to provide more comprehensive navigation information for
the surgeons. Besides, we will be also interested in investigating the model-
ing method of flexible needle during puncture. Furthermore, we will extend
this promising guidance modality to other challenging surgical scenarios,
such as deep brain stimulation, where electrode needs to be placed in a
high-precision target region.
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Errata

The sentence in 3.2.1 on page 55 should be:
The surface markers’ position OM (t) = {o1(t), · · · , on(t)|oi(t) ∈ R3, t ∈
R+}(n = 6) under world coordinate are directly get from the optical
tracker. With this procedural

::::::::::
procedure, we acquired the marker movement

in both CT-device and world coordinate.

The Equation 3.1 on page 56 should be:

∆sM,T (t) = sM,T (t)− s̄M,T (tref )

The explanation of Equations in 3.2.3 on page 56 are update as:
• ci ∈ c = (c1, . . . , cn), n = 8 is a component in the vector of coefficients
presents

::::::::::
presenting the current breathing state.

• For a intra-operative tracking state of surface marker
:::
the

::::::::
surface

::::::::
markers

OM (t), the breathing state c can compute
:::
be

::::::::::
computed easily by least square

regression:
O′M (t) = SM (t0) + c(t) ·∆SM (tn)

• Thus the tumor position at the corresponding time is predict
:::::::::
predicted as:

sT (t) = sT (t0) + c(t) ·∆sT (tn)

The Equation 3.9 on page 59 and its corresponding explanation
updated as:

Dispaly = TDisTra · TV ir
where TV ir ∈ {TNee, TAni, OM,T (t)}. The TDisTra presents the transformation
that virtual information convert from the tracker coordinate to the display
coordinate of the corresponding display devices.
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Chapter 4

MR Based Respiratory Liver
Tumor Puncture Navigation

Mixed Reality Based Respiratory Liver Tumor
Puncture Navigation

Puncture of the liver tumor under the patient’s respiration is the key chal-
lenge for both liver biopsy and the thermal ablation treatment. This is
because not only the target tumor but also the structure around the tumor
is moving along with the breath. Therefore, not only puncturing the dy-
namic target is difficult, but also avoiding the moving risk area around the
target while performing the puncture is difficult.

In this chapter, our work aims to propose an intuitive guidance modality
that helps doctors puncture the dynamic liver tumor without touching the
risk structure. Our method constructed the statistic motion model of the
3D liver structure that was reconstructed from the expert segmented pre-
operative CT images. With this statistical motion model, the liver deforma-
tion and tumor displacement at eight respiration states are pre-computed.
Our method assumes that the target tumor movement, the liver displace-
ment, and the surface marker motion are always in the same respiratory
state. In this work, the respiration of a patient after anesthesia is considered
a regular repeat period. Therefore, at a specific time, the deformation and
displacement of the liver and tumor are always knowable after determining
the respiratory state. Our algorithm computes the respiratory state during
the liver tumor puncture from the optical skin markers’ movement obtained
by the NDI optical tracking system. With the computed respiration state,
this method can therefore estimate the corresponding tumor position and
deformation of the liver according to the pre-computed statistical motion
model. In order to show the navigation information intuitively, An OST-
HMD, i.e. Microsoft HoloLens, and the optical tracking system NDI are
involved in our prototype. After calibration, the devices and the surgical
instruments attached with optical tracking markers are all converted into
the same coordinate. HoloLens therefore can show the real-time interaction
of the puncture needle and the liver motion compensation at the correct
position on the patient with respect to the coordinate in the real scene. In
this way, surgeons can see the target movement information superimposed
on the patient and perform the puncture intuitively.
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The validation experiment is done at Shenzhen Second People’s Hospital.
In the animal experiment, 10 optical markers are attached to the skin near
the ribs of a vivo pig, who had equipped with an artificial tumor in the liver.
The displacement of the liver, tumor and optical markers is constructed from
the pre-operative CT scanned images. The calibration accuracy of the aug-
mented reality visualization has been validated on a 3D printed skull. With
the display for the liver compensation information on HoloLens, doctors
can observe the target tumor and liver movement directly and intuitively.
The result shows that doctors performing the tumor puncture with a mixed
reality guided modality gives higher precision than it with traditional free-
hand puncture guided by CT images. In general, the method present in this
chapter shows the efficiency and accuracy of a mixed reality-based tumor
puncture navigation modality, which involves the motion compensation of
the liver region. Experimental result shows the potential for applying this
mixed reality surgical navigation method to guided needle insertion for liver
RFA/MWA surgery, which can assist surgeons to perform the operation
simpler, more efficient and more precise.

Content of this chapter is published as a peer reviewed paper in the
journal Computational Visual Media:
Ruotong Li, Weixin Si, Xiangyun Liao, Qiong Wang, Reinhard Klein,
Pheng-Ann Heng: Mixed reality based respiratory liver tumor puncture
navigation. Computational Visual Media 5(4): 363-374 (2019). https:

//doi.org/10.1007/s41095-019-0156-x

All the medical experiment was approved by the local ethics committee.
Shenzhen Second People’s Hospital provides the medical data and the ex-
periment animal used in this article. Xuesong Deng is responsible for the
medical image labeling, medical knowledge consulting and animal experi-
ment performing.

Contribution of the thesis author: Conceptualization, Methodology,
literature review, algorithm implementation and validation, results inter-
pretation and visualization, manuscript composition, validation experiment
design.

Abstract

This paper presents a novel mixed reality based navigation system for ac-
curate respiratory liver tumor punctures in radiofrequency ablation (RFA).
Our system contains an optical see through head mounted display device
(OST-HMD), Microsoft HoloLens for perfectly overlaying the virtual infor-
mation on the patient and a optical tracking system NDI Polaris for calibrat-
ing the surgical utilities in the surgical scene. Compared with traditional
navigation method with CT, our system aligns the virtual guidance infor-
mation and real patient and real-timely update the view of virtual guidance
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CHAPTER 4. 4.1. INTRODUCTION

via a position tracking system. In addition, to alleviate the difficulty during
needle placement induced by respiratory motion, we reconstruct the patient-
specific respiratory liver motion through statistical motion model to assist
doctors precisely puncture liver tumors. The proposed system has been ex-
perimentally validated on vivo pigs with an accurate real-time registration
approximately 5-mm mean FRE and TRE, which has the potential to be
applied in clinical RFA guidance.

Keyword: Mixed Reality; Human Computer Interaction; Statistical
Motion Model

4.1 Introduction

Radiofrequency ablation (RFA) therapy is a widely used mini-invasive treat-
ment technology for liver tumor. Doctors insert a radiofrequency electrode
into the target tissues of patient, and the increasing temperature (greater
than 60 ◦C) will produce degeneration and coagulation necrosis on the local
tissues [Wang et al., 2012]. RFA has become a widely and clinically ac-
cepted treatment option for destruction of focal liver tumors with several
advantages, such as low trauma, safety, effectiveness, and quick postopera-
tive recovery [Flaherty and Bilchik, 2017, Cai et al., 2016].

Traditional RFA surgery are navigated by the computed tomography
(CT), ultrasound or magnetic resonance (MR) image for surgeons to in-
sert the needle into the target tumor. Then the tumor can be completely
coagulated with a safety margin and non-injury of critical structures dur-
ing energy delivery. Thus, the navigation imaging information plays a key
role in the safe and precise RFA planning and treatment for the target tu-
mor [Clasen and Pereira, 2008]. In general, much surgical experience and
skill are required to perform safe and accurate needle insertion with 2D
navigation images, because current 2D image-based navigation modality can
only provide limited information without 3D structural and spatial informa-
tion of the tumor and surrounding tissues. Besides, the display of 2D guided
images showed on the screen further increases the operation difficulty. As it
lacks direct coordinating of hands and vision, the precision is quite depend-
ing on surgeons’ experience [Crocetti et al., 2016, Cazzato et al., 2016].

Mixed reality (MR) can provide the on-patient see-through navigation
modality and enhance the surgeon’s perception of the depth and spatial
relationships of surrounding structures through the Mixed reality-based fu-
sion of 3D virtual objects with real objects [Bernhardt et al., 2017b]. In
this regards, surgeons can directly observe the target region with the on-
patient see-through 3D virtual tumor registered and overlaid on the real
patient, thus enabling the surgeons still remain cognizant of and engage in
the true surgical environment and greatly benefit the surgeons’ operation
efficiency and precision. As an optical see-through head-mounted displays
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(OST-HMD), Microsoft HoloLens has been significantly used in recent years
in various fields, including the medical education and surgical navigation.
The HoloLens can project the 3D personalized virtual data in specified po-
sition of patients, which can well support the on-patient see-through modal-
ity for medical guidance. Compared with the traditional 2D image-based
navigation modality, the surgeons are able to comprehensively and intu-
itively recognize the characteristics of liver and tumor, which can benefit
the surgeons in needle path planning for liver punctures more efficiently and
accurately.

Figure 4.1: Mixed reality based needle insertion navigation.

Another challenge for safe and precise RFA liver therapy is the respira-
tory liver motion, which is an inevitable issue in clinical practice and has a
great impact during the RFA procedure for liver tumors punctures. Doctor
may encounter difficulties in locating the target tumor area induced by res-
piratory liver motion, as the pre-operative imaging is severely different from
that during the RFA therapy due to the organ movement induced by the res-
piratory. In clinical practice, it is also worth noticing that there exists tech-
niques to physically or physiologically ease the respiratory liver motion issue
in a straightforward way, such as respiratory gating [Nicolau et al., 2007],
anesthesia with jet ventilation [Biro et al., 2009] and active breathing con-
trol (breathing holding) [Wunderink et al., 2008]. However, these methods
induce either extra cost or psychological burden to the patient, and are
not a universal way to be practical enough for every patient. For example,
it is hard and unrealistic for the patients to hold their breath too long in
the breathing holding method [Wunderink et al., 2008]. Therefore, it is in
an urgent need to develop a new method to tackle this issue, allowing pa-
tients to breathe freely during the whole RFA procedure for liver tumor. In
this regards, analyzing the patient-specific respiratory organ motion based
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on 4D liver CT images and compensating the respiratory motion with the
mathematical model would be a promising way to achieve both time- and
cost-effective and absolutely accurate delivery for each patient.

To enable the patient breath freely during the RFA procedure and
achieve safe and accurate RFA operation, we developed a Mixed reality
based navigation platform via Microsoft HoloLens for RFA liver therapy
with respiratory motion compensation, which provides a real-time on-patient
see-through display, navigating exactly where the surgeon should insert the
needle during the whole RFA procedure. By reconstructing the patient-
specific organ motion using 4D CT images, we adopt a precise statistical
motion model to describe the respiratory motion and its variability in 4D
for compensating the respiratory motion of liver tumors. In our platform,
we propose a new calibration procedure to properly align the coordinate
system of rendering with that of the tracker, and then automatically regis-
ter rendered 3D graphics of liver and tumor with tracked landmarks, liver
and tumor in the vivo pig, assisting surgeons in accurately approaching the
target tumors, making the operation simpler, more efficient and accurate.
The overview of our system is as shown in Fig. 4.1.

4.2 Related work

Many researchers have explored image-base navigated ablation of tumors
and evaluated the accuracy of 2D image navigation modalities which have
evolved considerably over the past 20 years and are increasingly used
to effectively treat small primary cancers of liver and kidney, and it is
recommended by most guidelines as the best therapeutic choice for pa-
tients with early stage hepatocellular carcinoma [Breen and Lencioni, 2015].
To achieve accurate pre-procedural planning, intra-procedural targeting,
and post-procedural assessment of the therapeutic success, the avail-
ability of precise and reliable imaging techniques would be the essen-
tial premise [Tiong and Maddern, 2011, Ahmed et al., 2011]. Among all
2D image navigation modalities, ultrasound (US) is the most widely
used imaging technique for navigating percutaneous ablations for its
real-time visualization of needle insertion and monitoring of the proce-
dure [Livraghi et al., 2011]. However, the ultrasound images are not clear
enough for distinguish the target area. Other 2D image navigation modal-
ities, including the computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI), or positron emission tomography (PET), can provide more clear
navigation images [Kim et al., 2012], but cannot provide real-time naviga-
tion information for intra-operative process in the RFA therapy. Besides,
Amalou et al. adopted another modality of electromagnetic tracking by
referencing to pre-operative CT imaging, which utilizes miniature sensors
integrated with RFA equipment to navigate tools in real-time. They have
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Figure 4.2: Coordinate calibration between Microsoft HoloLens and NDI
tracking system.

achieved successfully during a lung tumor ablation with the accuracy of 3.9
mm [Amalou and Wood, 2012].

To overcome the disadvantages of 2D image based navigation, mixed re-
ality approaches have been proposed to navigate the physician during the
intervention in recent years. To display virtual models of anatomical tar-
gets as an overlay on the patient’s skin, Sauer et al. [Sauer et al., 2003]
use a head-mounted display (HMD) for the physician to wear, providing
the mixed reality-based navigation for the surgery. In other cases, Khan
et al. [Khan et al., 2006] projected the 3D virtual objects with a semi-
transparent mirror, thus the surgeons can manipulate the needle behind
the mirror which shows the overlay 3D virtual objects floating inside or on
top of the patient’s body, providing a relative spatial information and mixed
reality navigation for the surgeons. Ren et al. [Ren et al., 2014a] realized
the semi-transparent overlays for overlapping ablation zones and surround-
ing essential structures, and they projected the current needle trajectory
and the planned trajectory onto the different anatomical views, thus navi-
gating the surgeons’ operation in an mixed reality environment. Chan and
Heng [Chan and Heng, 2014] introduced a new visualization method, which
adopts a volumetric beam to provide depth information of the target region
for the surgeons, and they also offered information about the orientation
and tilting by combining a set of halos.

To ease the negative impact on accuracy of liver punctures induced by
respiratory motion, many approaches has been proposed to tackle this is-
sue in radiation therapy [Schweikard et al., 2004, Ren et al., 2007]. Thought
numerous approaches for motion-adapted 4D treatment planning and 4D ra-
diation have been reported, the clinical implementation of 4D guidance of
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tumor motion is currently still in its infancy. However, most existing meth-
ods lack qualitative and quantitative analysis of respiratory motion-related
effects. By introducing the 4D CT images of respiratory liver and tumor,
the variations in depth and frequency of breathing effect can be numerically
reconstructed with the statistical model. Besides, simulation-based flexible
and realistic models of the human respiratory motion have the potential to
deliver valuable insights into respiration-related effects in radiation therapy.
This model can offer the possibility to investigate motion-related effects for
variable anatomies, for different motion patterns and for changes in depth
and frequency of breathing, and finally can contribute to the efficient, safe
and accurate RFA therapy.

4.3 Methodology

Figure 4.3: Statistical model based respiratory motion compensation.

4.3.1 Method overview

To achieve high precision RFA, we propose mixed reality based navigation
for respiratory liver tumor puncture to provide surgeons with virtual guid-
ance of personalized 3D anatomical model. High matching degree between
the real patient and virtual geometry model is prerequisite to achieve our
goal. The match requirements are in two aspects. First, the virtual anatomi-
cal model must be with the same shape and deform under in the same way as
that of the real patient. Secondly, the virtual geometry should be displayed
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aligning with the real patient in operation. To fulfill the requirements, we
design the system with the workflow as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. In a prepara-
tion step the 3D virtual liver structures are reconstructed from CT images
and a statistical motion model is estimated for respiratory motion compen-
sation with assistance of landmarks. Then, during the surgery, the liver
structure is updated and registered to the real patient timely with motion
estimated from positions of landmarks.

4.3.2 Medical Data Acquisition and Preprocessing

We employ a vivo pig to perform the needle insertion operation. The accu-
racy of needle insertion is greatly impacted by the anatomic structures of the
abdomen, which is the working area of the liver RFA procedure. Here, we
adopt the Materialise Mimics software to manually segment the CT images
of the abdomen, extracting different types of tissues and accurately recon-
structing the 3D geometric model of the patient-specific liver and tumor. In
addition, 10 metal landmarks are placed on the skin near the ribs before CT
scanning for further anatomical motion modeling.

4.3.3 Virtual-real spatial information visualization registra-
tion

During needle-based interventions, the surgeons cannot observe the internal
structure of liver anatomy directly. Thus, landmark structures have to be
remembered from the pre-interventional planning image to guess the correct
insertion direction via the limited information. This procedure highly de-
pends on personal experience and may lead to a significant miscalculation
in needle placement and thus failed tumor ablation. To solve this problem,
we propose a manual registration method for accurately overlaying the 3D
virtual structures of the liver on patient, as shown in Fig. 4.1. The NDI
tracking system is adopted to acquire the transform of virtual liver struc-
ture in the rendering space. Each objects’ transformation matrix in the
rendering can be decomposed into two components, namely the transforma-
tion matrix from object’s local coordinate system to local NDI coordinate
system and transformation matrix from local NDI coordinate system to the
view coordinate of the display device. Finally, by registering virtual objects
to real objects, we can render the virtual structure using the HoloLens to
provide needle insertion guidance for surgeons.

To acquire the transformation matrix from NDI system to Hololens sys-
tem, we fix a k-wire of NDI system on the Hololens and statically bind
the HoloLens system with a fixed virtual coordinate system of the k-wire.
We can easily get the transformation matrix from k-wire markers to the
HoloLens, denoted as TMar

Dis . Meanwhile, we can acquire the transformation
matrix of the k-wire to the space of NDI Tacker, denoted as T TraMar. These
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two matrices together form the transformation matrix from NDI coordinate
system to the view coordinate in rendering space.

Figure 4.4: Registration of 3D virtual structure and real object.

After calibrating the coordinates between the Microsoft HoloLens and
NDI tracking system, we can easily acquire the position of the landmarks via
the tip of the k-wire. To accurately overlay the 3D virtual liver structure
on the real object, we need to ensure the precise transformation between
HoloLens, markers and NDI tracking system.

As shown in Fig 4.4, the position of the markers (optical tracking
spheres) can be acquired with the NDI tracking system, denoted as T TraMar.
As the position of k-wire’s tip is known to the k-wire, by moving the tip of
k-wire to the landmarks of the patients, we can acquire the landmarks’ posi-
tion via the optical markers of k-wire, denoted as TMar

Tip . The transformation
matrix between the Microsoft HoloLens and optical trackers is,

TDisT ip = T TraDis · TMar
Tra · T

T ip
Mar (4.1)
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Figure 4.5: Patient-specific respiratory motion reconstruction. The red re-
gion shows the shape of the liver at the fully inhalation stage, while the light
blue part region shows the shape of the liver at different respiration stage.

The 3D virtual liver structures reconstructed by the CT images can
overlay on the real object via the following transformation matrix

T ImgT ip = T T ipDis · T
Img
T ip (4.2)

4.3.4 Statistical model based respiratory motion compensa-
tion

To overcome the respiratory liver motion during the needle insertion, we
reconstruct the patient-specific organ motion via statistical motion model
to describe the breathing motion and its variability in 4D images, for com-
pensating the respiratory motion of liver tumors.

4D-CT based Statistical Modeling

The first step to perform statistical model based respiratory motion compen-
sation is to acquire the ground truth of the respiratory motion via 4D-CT
imaging, which records the deformation or displacement of the internal organ
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Figure 4.6: Animal experiment setting and 3D reconstruction results. (a).
Tumor implantation using agar. (b). Metal landmarks placement. (c) CT
imaging. (d). 3D reconstruction of liver, tumor and 10 metal landmarks.

under the free-breathing respiratory motion. Fig. 4.5 illustrates some typical
slices of the 4D-CT images during respiratory motion and the reconstructed
patient-specific 3D anatomy of liver and tumor at the corresponding time.

In essence, we need to build the statistical model by analyze the dy-
namic shape deformations of the target liver shape during the short term of
the respiratory motion. In this work, we adopt the 4D-CT based statisti-
cal motion in [Jud et al., 2017] to estimate the respiratory motion of liver.
The model assumes that the shape of 3D reconstructed liver anatomy in
exhalation state obeys Gaussian distribution p(rs|rµ,

∑
r) ∼ N(rµ,

∑
r) and

deforms with respect to previously observed shape rs.
Except the shape changes modeling in the same time of exhalation state,

we also need to consider the shape changes over time. In the 4D-CT im-
ages acquisition, we reconstruct the 3D liver anatomy for several times, and
assume the shape changes to be a mixture of Gaussian distributions.

p(x) =

S∑
s

p(s)p(x|s) =

S∑
s

πsp(x|s) (4.3)

where
∑S

s π
s = 1, πs ∈ (0, 1),∀1, ..., S. For each observed shapes with a

amount of time τ , suppose each component follows the Gaussian mixture
distribution p(xs) ∼ N(xsµ,

∑
xs).

xsµ =
1

τs

τs∑
t

xst (4.4)

∑
xs

=
1

τs − 1

τs∑
t

(xst − xsµ)⊗ (xst − xsµ) (4.5)

The first two moments of the mixture p(x) is

xµ = πsxsµ (4.6)
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∑
x

=

S∑
s

πs(
∑
xs

+xsµ − xµ)⊗ (xsµ − xµ) (4.7)

Finally, the shape changes is parameterized by x = xµ+
∑N

i=1 βiφi, here
φi are N orthogonal basis vectors. By combining of the above shape and
motion modeling, the liver shape at a specific time can be represented by

rαβ = rµ +

M∑
i=1

αiψi + xµ +

N∑
i=1

βiφi (4.8)

Liver Correspondence Establishment

Before applying statistical model-based liver shape analysis in intra-
operation phase, we need to establish the correspondence between all shapes
of the reconstructed pre-operative 4D-CT images during the respiratory mo-
tion by defining a common topology, then apply the intra-operative data to
compute the correct shapes for all time steps via non-rigid registration to
navigate the surgery.

In the first step, we aim to establish the liver mechanical correspondence
for each shape during the respiratory motion. Here we select the reference
shape at full expiration status as the start (reference shape). Then, we align
all the surface points of the reconstructed 3D shape using rigid registration
at each time step during respiratory motion. The translation matrix Ts and
rotation matrix Rs for each shape s can be computed by:

arg min
Ts,Rs

n∑
s=1

‖TsRsr̆s − µ0‖2 (4.9)

where µ0 is the mean of all aligned points.

After aligning the shapes via rigid registration, we need to perform non-
rigid registration to establish the correspondence among individual shapes
during the respiratory motion. To reduce the bias of mean shape to the ref-
erence shape, we adopt an iterative group-wise registration [Jud et al., 2017]
of the shape to establish the correspondence.

As the above liver correspondence is established for the shape s and
time t, which is a temporal correspondence and must be along the motion
sequence for each shape during the respiratory motion. For all individual
time steps, we can register the reference shape using the deformation field
obtained from non-rigid registration. Thus, the position of the surface point
for each reconstructed shape can be obtained over time. Here, the final liver
correspondence can be represented by the following registered shape vector:

r̆s = (x̆s,1, y̆s,1, z̆s,1, ...x̆s,m, y̆s,m, z̆s,m)T (4.10)
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Statistical Motion Modeling

After establishing the liver correspondence for all time step, we can replace
the shape model term rµ +

∑M
i=1 αiψi with a fixed reference vector:

rαβ = r̆ + xµ +
N∑
i=1

βiφi (4.11)

By applying the offset between each sample shape and the reference
shape, the motion model can be computed by:

xs(t) = rs(t)− r̆s (4.12)

The arithmetic mean is:

µs =
1

n

n∑
i=1

xs(t) (4.13)

The motion of liver shape can be represented as the data matrix by fa-
thering the mean-free data of all liver shapes during the respiratory motion.

yi = x1(1)− µ (4.14)

Y = [y1(1), ...,y1(n), ...,yns(1), ...,yns(n)] (4.15)

Figure 4.7: Automatic registration accuracy validation, red points are land-
marks.

To compensate the respiratory motion, we need to acquire each land-
marks’ position at different time in the 4D CT images and use these position
to model the inter-position during the movement of the liver. As shown in
Fig. 4.3, we have labeled each landmark and correlate them to the landmarks
on the 3D virtual model. By acquiring the markers’ positions with the NDI
tracking system, we can trigger synchronization and then predict the current
time and shape of the liver via the estimated statistical model with respi-
ratory motion compensation. By displaying the real-time position of the
target tumor in the mixed reality environment, our system enables the ”see
through” navigation for the surgeons to accomplish the needle insertion.
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Figure 4.8: The results of traditional CT-navigated needle insertion.

4.4 Results

In the experiment, we conduct an animal comparison experiments between
mixed reality-navigated needle insertion and traditional pre-operative CT
imaging-navigated freehand needle insertion for liver RFA. The center of the
tumor is set as the accurate target position for needle insertion. The animal
experiment setting is as shown in Fig. 4.6 All experiments are conducted on
a Microsoft HoloLens, NDI Polaris and a notebook equipped with Intel(R)
i7-4702MQ CPU, 8G RAM and NVIDIA GeForce GTX750M.

4.4.1 Registration accuracy validation

In this section, we design an accurate 3D printed template and skull to
validate the registration accuracy and verify the accuracy of our mixed
reality-based navigation. In preparation, we build a 3D-printed skull with
10 landmarks which lies at a standard distance with high precision, and
correspondingly label the 10 landmarks on the virtual skull model In ex-
periments, we first put the 3D-printed skull on the tracking area of the 3D
tracking and positioning system. Based on the real and virtual scene reg-
istration by the HoloLens, the position of the landmarks on the 3D-printed
skull and the virtual skull can be obtained. Here we check whether the
virtual skull model is aligned with the 3D-printed skull, and calculate the
relative position of the landmarks both by the tracking system and the vir-
tual markers on the virtual skull. The distance between these two positions
can be used to validate the accuracy of our system. Supposing the positions
of the markers on the 3D-printing skull and template are C1, C2, ..., Cn, the
calculated positions of these markers with our method are C ′1, C

′
2, ..., C

′
n.

Then, the registration error can be computed by:

TRE =

√∑n
i=1 ‖Ci − C ′i‖2

n
, i = 1, 2, ..., n (4.16)

The accuracy validation experiment is shown in Fig. 4.7, the real position
and the registration position of all feature points are as shown in Tab. 4.1.
The average target registration error (TRE) is 2.24 mm.
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Figure 4.9: Mixed reality-navigated needle insertion.

4.4.2 Needle Insertion Comparison

In this section, we conduct an animal experiment of needle insertion. Based
on real needle insertion for liver RFA procedure, we measure and compare
the needle insertion accuracy using traditional CT-guided freehand opera-
tion and our mixed reality-navigated operation.

Figure 4.10: The results of our mixed reality-based needle insertion naviga-
tion.
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Table 4.1: Performance statistics of automatic registration (mm).

Landmarks number Real position of landmarks Registered position of landmarks Registration error

1 (57.31,-81.97,-808.93) (57.12,-81.19,-809.26) 0.87

2 (59.25,-61.99,-808.53) (59.53,-61.01,-809.87) 1.68

3 (60.05,-40.90,-809.51) (63.21,-40.72,-811.14) 3.56

4 (59.52,-84.09,-833.63) (60.80,-86.32,-832.86) 2.68

5 (60.65,-39.85,-834.71) (60.78,-40.03,-835.77) 1.08

6 (41.02,-65.90,-882.98) (41.59,-66.40,-880.14) 2.92

7 (83.00,-119.77,-902.75) (82.02,-120.13,-903.07) 1.09

8 (43.72,-89.05,-895.05) (44.63,-89.15,-892.14) 3.05

9 (45.77,-42.38,-891.80) (46.54,-45.32,-892.44) 3.10

10 (34.41,-65.06,-905.00) (33.64,-65.30,-907.25) 2.39
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Fig. 4.8 demonstrates the traditional freehand needle insertion navigated
by the CT images for 2 times. The surgeons need to observe and measure
the position of the liver tumor in the pre-operative CT image, and then
performs freehand needle insertion on the animal. The results in Fig. 4.8
demonstrate the needle insertion accuracy, which is 16.32 mm and 14.87
mm, respectively. The CT image navigation could only provide 2D images
without visual cue of the internal structure of liver and tumors.

Fig. 4.9 illustrates the mixed reality-based navigation for needle inser-
tion for liver RFA. By reconstructing the 3D model of animal abdomen and
registering it to the real animal, we can clearly observe the internal structure
of the animal abdomen, including the target tumors, which greatly facili-
tates needle insertion operation and reduces the operation difficulty. Also,
surgeons can insert the needle via ”See through” display, which benefits the
surgeon to directly coordinate their vision and operation, and thus raising
the needle insertion precision. Since the tip of the needle is invisible when
it inserts into the liver, we display the tip of the k-wire in the holographic
environment to clearly demonstrate the tip’s position during the needle in-
sertion, to provide accurate guidance for the surgeons. Fig. 4.10 illustrates
the accuracy results of mixed reality-guided needle insertion for 2 times,
which are 3.43 mm and 3.61 mm. With our mixed reality guidance, the
surgeon can precisely insert the needle into the liver tumor.

Besides, for free-hand CT-guided insertion, the surgeon takes 25 minutes
to finish the pre-operative CT scanning, tumor measurement and needle
insertion. With our mixed reality method can achieve fast registration,
and the surgeon takes only 5 minutes to finish the registration and needle
insertion. This result demonstrates the effectiveness of our mixed reality-
guided needle insertion.

4.5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel mixed reality-based surgical navigation
modality to optimize the traditional image-based navigated modality for
respiratory liver tumors punctures. The proposed mixed reality based nav-
igation system enables us visualize a 3D preoperative anatomical model on
intra-operative patient, thus providing direct visual navigation information
and depth perception for the surgeons. Besides, with the aid of statistical
motion model based respiratory motion compensation, surgeons can accu-
rately insert the needle into the tumor, avoiding the error induced by the
respiratory liver motion. We perform a comparison on an animal to show
the difference between mixed reality based navigation and traditional CT
imaging based navigation for needle insertion in in-vivo animal test. The ex-
perimental results showed the advantages of the mixed reality guided needle
insertion for liver RFA surgery, which can assist the surgeons with simpler,
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more efficient and more precise operation.
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Errata

The Equation 4.2 to 4.2 on page 72 are updated as:

T ImgDis = T T ipDis · T
Img
T ip

The Equations 4.4 to 4.8 on page 74 and their corresponding
explanations are updated as:

For each observed shapes with a amount of time τ , suppose each com-
ponent follows the Gaussian mixture distribution p(xs) ∼ N(xsµ,

∑
xs).

xsµ =
1

τs

τs∑
t=1

xst

Σxs =
1

τs − 1

τs∑
t

(xst − xsµ)⊗ (xst − xsµ)

The first two moments of the mixture p(x) are estimated by

xµ =
s∑
s=1

πsxsµ

Σx =

S∑
s

πs(Σxs + (xsµ − xµ)⊗ (xsµ − xµ)), where πs =
τ s∑S
s τ

s

Finally, the shape changes is parameterized by x = xµ +
∑N

i=1 βiφi,
here φi are N orthogonal basis vectors of Σx. By combining of the above
motion model with a shape model, the liver shape at a specific time can be
represented by

rαβ = rµ +
M∑
i=1

αiψi + xµ +
N∑
i=1

βiφi

where rµ +
∑M

i=1 αiψi states for the shape model, and xµ +
∑N

i=1 βiφi rep-
resents the motion model.
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Chapter 5

System for AR-based
intuitive liver tumor

puncture

Towards Quantitative and Intuitive Percutaneous
Tumor Puncture via Augmented Virtual Reality

This chapter clarifies how the augmented virtual navigation system supports
doctors in applying the tumor puncture precisely and efficiently in a quan-
titative and intuitive way. In the former chapters, Part. II propose the
method for percutaneous liver tumor thermal ablation planning with multi-
constraints. Part III discussed how to involve the dynamic motion of the
target region in the mixed reality pipeline. However, only if the mixed re-
ality tumor puncture navigation system involves both the pre-planned path
and the dynamic motion of the target region, can it support the surgeon in
a quantitative and intuitive way.

In order to involve the path planning information in our augmented vir-
tual reality pipeline, we determine the puncture feasible region for patients
via merging the risk area of all the states in their respiratory cycle. And
therefore, this feasible region is used for the intra-operative puncture path
adjustment. For the puncture navigation, our system involves also the dy-
namic information and thus can apply both to the static phantom and the in-
vivo animal. In the dynamic situation, the puncture navigation information,
i.e. the pre-planned insertion path, is overlaid on the patient correspond-
ing to a dynamic alignment strategy. This strategy contains both local and
global transformation of all the utilities inside the surgical scenario. In or-
der to guide the puncture needle intuitively and enhance the surgeon’s depth
perception of the needle insertion procedure, our system involves a user in-
terface that offers variable vision cues for guiding the puncture starting at
the correct insertion point and direction and towards the correct direction
and depth. In the end, all the virtual navigation information displayed on
OST-HMDs is aligned with the real surgical scenario and therefore supports
the doctor performing the puncture along with the pre-operative surgical
planning.

Each module in this system is validated either in a static phantom or
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using in vivo data. Shenzhen People’s Hospital provides the medical data for
this work and performs the animal experiment under ethical approval. With
the 4D-CT scanning of the anesthesia beagle dog, our method validates the
artificial tumor position prediction result with k-fold cross-validation and
leave-one-out cross-validation. The result shows that the pre-operative data
is feasible to be used for the intra-operative tumor position prediction. The
medical data and the experiment result also show that the quantitative nee-
dle trajectory optimization via constraint-based path planning method can
compute feasible pre-operative planning that fulfills the medical require-
ment as well as the doctor’s manually sketched ones. In addition, the pre-
operative virtual surgical planning information can be precisely overlaid on
surgical scenarios via a dynamic virtual-real alignment method with an er-
ror lower than the treatment needs. Besides, a user-friendly collaborative
holographic interface for real-time 3D respiratory tumor puncture naviga-
tion is involved, so that our prototype can effectively assist surgeons in fast
and accurately locating needles to the target step-by-step. Furthermore,
as the time-consuming computations of the pre-operative planning and the
real-time intra-operative tumor position estimation are performed on PC
while only the well-organized navigation information is transferred to the
HoloLens for visualization, our proposed system can reduce the computa-
tional burden on commercial OST-HMDs and extends their computational
power via network transfer. Therefore, it gives more flexibility for clinicians
and provides the potential for integrating more clinical information into the
navigation.

Content of this chapter is published in the peer reviewed journal Com-
puterized Medical Imaging and Graphics:
Ruotong Li, Yuqi Tong, Tianpei Yang, Jianxi Guo, Weixin Si, Yan-
fang Zhang, Reinhard Klein, Pheng-Ann Heng: Towards Quantitative
and Intuitive Percutaneous Tumor Puncture via Augmented Virtual Re-
ality. Computerized Medical Imaging and Graphics, 90(2021): 101905.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compmedimag.2021.101905

Shenzhen People’s Hospital provides the medical data and the experi-
ment animal used in this article. Jianxi Guo and Yanfang Zhang are re-
sponsible for the medical image labeling, medical knowledge consulting and
animal experiment performing. All the medical experiment was approved
by the local ethics committee.

Contribution of the thesis author: Conceptualization, Methodology,
literature review, algorithm implementation and validation, results inter-
pretation and visualization, manuscript composition, validation experiment
design.
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CHAPTER 5. 5.1. INTRODUCTION

Abstract

In recent years, the radiofrequency ablation (RFA) therapy has become a
widely accepted minimal invasive treatment for liver tumor patients. How-
ever, it is challenging for doctors to precisely and efficiently perform the per-
cutaneous tumor punctures under free-breathing conditions. This is because
the traditional RFA is based on the 2D CT Image information, the missing
spatial and dynamic information is dependent on surgeons’ experience. This
paper presents a novel quantitative and intuitive surgical navigation modal-
ity for percutaneous respiratory tumor puncture via augmented virtual re-
ality, which is to achieve the augmented visualization of the pre-operative
virtual planning information precisely being overlaid on intra-operative sur-
gical scenario. In the pre-operation stage, we first combine the signed dis-
tance field of feasible structures (like liver and tumor) where the puncture
path can go through and unfeasible structures (like large vessels and ribs)
where the needle is not allowed to go through to quantitatively generate
the 3D feasible region for percutaneous puncture. Then we design three
constraints according to the RFA specialists consensus to automatically de-
termine the optimal puncture trajectory. In the intra-operative stage, we
first propose a virtual-real alignment method to precisely superimpose the
virtual information on surgical scenario. Then, a user-friendly collaborative
holographic interface is designed for real-time 3D respiratory tumor punc-
ture navigation, which can effectively assist surgeons fast and accurately
locating the target step-by step. The validation of our system is performed
on static abdominal phantom and in vivo beagle dogs with artificial lesion.
Experimental results demonstrate that the accuracy of the proposed plan-
ning strategy is better than the manual planning sketched by experienced
doctors. Besides, the proposed holographic navigation modality can effec-
tively reduce the needle adjustment for precise puncture as well. Our system
shows its clinical feasibility to provide the quantitative planning of optimal
needle path and intuitive in situ holographic navigation for percutaneous tu-
mor ablation without surgeons’ experience-dependence and reduce the times
of needle adjustment. The proposed augmented virtual reality navigation
system can effectively improve the precision and reliability in percutaneous
tumor ablation and has the potential to be used for other surgical navigation
tasks.

Keyword: Augmented Virtual Reality; Optimal Path Planning; Col-
laborative Holographic Navigation; Respiratory Tumor Puncture

5.1 Introduction

Radiofrequency ablation (RFA) is a minimal-invasive treatment for liver
tumor ablation therapy. Doctors insert the ablation needle into the target
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tumor and damage the lesion with high temperature. Such a procedure
contains the steps of medical image acquisition, puncture path planning
and puncture navigation [Lee et al., 2010, Kim et al., 2012].

Typically, the RFA treatment is guided by the medical images like com-
puted tomography (CT), which can only provide 2D information with no
spatial information. Besides, during the process of inserting the ablation
needle into the target tumor, the surgeon needs to “looking up” the medical
image displayed on the screen and imaging the spatial structure of the target
area at the same time [Crocetti et al., 2016, Cazzato et al., 2016]. Moreover,
CT can only provide the static structural information, while the dynamic
information is in urgent need for real-time navigation. Although the other
guided image modality, ultrasound, can provide dynamic information, the
image quality is hard for surgeons to locate ablation needle in the target re-
gion. Therefore, the intra-operative dynamic information, such as the organ
movement caused by physiological activities in the patient body, is hard for
doctors to recognize.

Percutaneous puncture is a crucial step for RFA. Reasonable path plan-
ning in the preoperative stage can reduce the damage to the surrounding
tissues and decrease the occurrence of complications after surgery. The opti-
mal puncture trajectory should satisfy multiple clinical constraints, so that
it is very challenging for doctors to mentally resolve this multi-objective op-
timization problem precisely, especially under the respiratory motion. Re-
searchers has tried to use the constraint-based method for planning the
surgical path by defining the hard and soft constraints [Seitel et al., 2011a].
Also the deformation of the needle and target region are took into consider-
ation in the recent work [Hamzé et al., 2016]. However both of them apply
this path planning result on an the respiratory patient.

Augmented reality technique, especially the invention of the optical see-
through head-mounted display (OST-HMD) such as Microsoft HoloLens,
Epson MoveRio or Google Glasses, makes it possible to align the vir-
tual information with real-world scenario[Microsoft, 2016, Google, 2020,
Seiko Epson Corp., 2020]. It is nowadays getting even more popular as
it can enhance the depth perception. Employing the augmented real-
ity technique into surgical navigation can provide the surgeon intuitive
spatial information of the target area and resolve the hand-eye coordina-
tion problem at the same time [Wang et al., 2011, Grubert et al., 2018].
Therefore, the research on developing augmented reality based surgical
navigation system attracts high attention from both academia and indus-
try [Bernhardt et al., 2017b, Guha et al., 2017a].

In addition, considering that the visual system of human perceives the
depth sense in surgical scenario via vision cues [Teittinen, 1993], for a safety
tumor ablation, the depth of the needle tip during the puncture should be
carefully perceived by the doctors. Incorporating reasonable vision cues in
the surgical navigation system can help the doctor improve puncture ac-
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curacy. In this regards, it is necessary to integrate appropriate user inter-
face for surgical navigation system. There are many factors influencing on
depth perception of human vision system, including accommodation, con-
vergence, binocular parallax, monocular movement parallax, overlapping,
etc[Teittinen, 1993]. Thus, researchers designed vision cues in augmented
reality navigation system in order to enhance the depth perception. Be-
sides, a user-friendly interface should also allow users to interactively select
their preferred cues.

Figure 5.1: The pipeline of our augmented virtual reality based respiratory
liver tumor puncture. In the pre-operative stage, we build up the patient-
specific anatomical model during the respiration and compute the correlation
model between the internal tumor position and the position of the external
marker. Then we real-timely predict the tumor position, planning the in-
sertion path and dynamically overlaying the virtual guidance information
on the patient body at expected position. Thus the surgeon can apply the
tumor puncture while wearing HoloLens.

This paper presents an augmented virtual reality technique for liver
tumor puncture under respiratory activity. The overview of our system
is shown in Fig. 5.1. In our prototype, we first construct patient-specific
anatomical structures and predict tumor position with an internal-external
correlation model. Then we generate the tumor puncture path automatically
with a 3D signed distance field fusion method together with multi-objective
optimization. Besides, to precisely provide the navigation information in
the augmented reality system, all the utilities in the operation scenario are
attached with the optical tracker and coordinated under the optical track-
ing system. With the virtual-real alignment, the virtual guidance infor-
mation can be superimposed onto the corresponding area of patient body.
For quantitatively measuring the puncture process and enhancing the depth
perception, we also integrate way-point visual cue into our guidance in-
formation. With our augmented reality guidance modality, surgeons can
more intuitively locate the target tumors in a more efficient and accurate
manner. Further more, as we perform the time-consuming computations of
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pre-operative planning and intra-operative tumor position estimation on PC
and then transfer the well-organized target information to HoloLens, our sys-
tem can effectively reduce the computational burden on present commercial
HMDs and extend their computational power via network transfer. Besides,
this strategy allows us providing more complex but intuitive navigation in-
formation for clinicians. Our main contributions in this paper are:

� We propose a constraint-based puncture path planning method to
quantitatively define the optimal needle trajectory.

� We propose a dynamic virtual-real alignment method to achieve the
precise augmented visualization of virtual information being overlaid
on surgical scenario.

� We design a user-friendly collaborative holographic interface for real-
time 3D respiratory tumor puncture navigation, which can effectively
assist surgeons fast and accurately locating the target step-by-step.

5.2 Related Work

In the traditional image-based RFA navigation, doctors have to place the
needle into the target tumor with the guided 2D image. CT images can
provide more clear guidance images, but cannot provide real-time intra-
operative guidance. Ultrasound is quite popular for intra-operative moni-
tory as it is possible observe the operation process and providing real-time
medical images [Rhim et al., 2008, Lee et al., 2010, Kim et al., 2012], how-
ever the shortage is also quite obvious as the image of ultrasound is not
clear enough to distinguish the tissue structure and the artifacts induced by
the needle can also interfere the surgeon’s judgment [Livraghi et al., 2011].
Besides, the “Heads up” display of 2D intra-operative guided images fur-
ther increases the operation difficulty and reduces the operation preci-
sion, since it lacks direct coordinating of surgeons’ hands with the vi-
sion [Crocetti et al., 2016, Cazzato et al., 2016].

In the traditional RFA therapy, surgeons employ the pre-operative med-
ical image for surgical planning. The pre-operative planning is done based
on these medical images by finding the appropriate path for the percuta-
neous puncture, which will be recorded in doctors’ mind. In the surgery,
the surgeons perform the percutaneous puncture based on this pre-planned
puncture path. Thus, the outcome of this surgery is quite dependent
on the experience of the doctors [Mauri et al., 2015, Crocetti et al., 2016,
Cazzato et al., 2016].

In recent years, to improve the accuracy of image-guided surgery,
the augmented reality technology is introduced in surgical naviga-
tion. Among these, Philips developed an augmented-reality surgi-
cal navigation system to assist traditional image-guided minimally-
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invasive surgical guidance by combination of 3D X-ray imaging
and optical imaging to provide surgeons with a unique augmented-
reality view of the inside and outside of a patient during surgical
procedures[Swiss Society of Virtual and Augmented Reality, 2017]. How-
ever, it is still not convenient enough for doctors since hand-eye coordination
is another requirement for doctors. Optical see-through head-mounted dis-
play (OST-HMD), can well tackle this hand-eye coordination issue, as it can
provide the on-patient see-through guidance modality and enhance the sur-
geon’s perception of the depth and spatial relationships of surrounding struc-
tures through the augmented reality based fusion of 3D virtual objects with
real objects [Bernhardt et al., 2017b, Guha et al., 2017a]. Novarad′s Open-
Sight augmented reality system is the first solution for Microsoft HoloLens
cleared by the FDA for medical use [Novarad Healthcare Imaging, 2019].
Scopis also developed an augmented reality guided operation navigation
system for spine and dental operations [Scopis Inc., 2017]. Nowadays, a
lot of researchers have developed augmented reality navigation systems for
different medical applications [Xie et al., 2017, Qian et al., 2018], but their
guidance information is in static mode, which is not suitable for applications
in dynamic conditions, like free breathing.

With the development of human-computer interaction techniques, re-
searchers designed different user interfaces in the augmented reality surgical
navigation system, for improving the surgical precision used in augmented
reality based surgical scenario. Especially for minimal invasive operation,
the vision cues are chosen aims to provide more intuitive information of the
operation starting position, operation instrument pose and the needle inser-
tion depth of the operation utilities. The vision cue for accurate puncture
contains the information for measurement accuracy of insertion position and
direction, which are usually denoted in different color code [Liu et al., 2018].
The puncture direction and utility depth information is another task that
vision cue should represent after the needle being inserted into the patient
body[Zhou et al., 2019, De Paolis and De Luca, 2019]. Most of the vision
cues give the color to denote the direction different. However, this kind of
cue cannot guide surgeons locate the correct path. The task will become
even more challenging when the needle tip being away from the target.

5.3 Virtual Reality Based Optimal Puncture Path
Planning

We proposed the constraint-based method to quantitatively plan the virtual
puncture path. This planning process determines the needle insertion posi-
tion on the external skin, through which doctors can safety approach to the
target tumor without hurting the critical regions. In this paper, we auto-
matically planning the puncture path at a specific static state that chosen
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as the reference state for pre-operative planning.

Figure 5.2: The process of virtual puncture path planning. First, we process
the medical images and reconstruct the 3D model of the patient abdominal
region. Then compute the signed distance function parts and determine the
feasible region under all conditions. The last step performs the result of
constraint-based puncture path planning. 3D Model Reconstruction: Dark
red denotes the liver, yellow object illustrates the gallbladder and the green
object shows the vessel that goes into liver. Signed Distance Field: Green
denotes plus value (point outside the structure), and red denotes the mi-
nus value (point inside the structure). In the feasible region determination
step: Red is Obstacle, Blue is Feasible region for puncture path, dark gap
between red and blue is the unfeasible region for puncture. Yellow denotes
the boundary of phantom structures and the tumor.

As shown in Fig. 5.2, the process starts with medical image process-
ing for the 3D anatomical model reconstruction of the patient abdominal
region, with which we can define the signed distance field (SDF) for each
anatomy. Then, we fuse the feasible region for puncture based on the 3D
signed distance field at different time. After that, the optimal puncture path
in this feasible region is calculated via a constraint-based optimization. In
the intra-operation stage, the puncture path is discretely presented with way
points, the small points evenly located between the percutaneous insertion
position and the puncture target point.

5.3.1 Patient Specific 3D Model Reconstruction

For planning a patient-specific path for percutaneous puncture, we first build
up the 3D anatomical model. In this paper, we planned puncture path for
both the static 3D abdominal phantom equipped with artificial liver tumors
and the vivo beagle dog with artificial liver tumor. The CT-images are used
for 3D reconstruction for structures in the phantom and dog.

Here we employ the Materialise Mimics software to manually segment the
CT images of the abdomen into different tissues and accurately reconstruct
the 3D geometries of the patient-specific model, including the liver, tumor,
spine, ribs, gallbladder and the vessels in liver. The 3D models are denoted
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with M = (V,E), where V is the set of vertices (in CT-image coordinate)
on the model surface and E is the set of edges (forming the triangles). After
this, we rasterized the 3D meshes into voxels for the next step of computing.

5.3.2 SDF-based Feasible Region Determination

Here the structures are labeled with three different types: target Tar, obsta-
cle Obs and safety tissue Safe. The artificial tumor in phantom and in the
experimental animal are labeled as Tar. The structures that needle cannot
insert are labeled as Obs, including the hard obstacles like bones and the
critical region for punctures, such as gallbladder, large vessel. Safe denotes
the other tissues that the needle can insert, like the liver itself, skin and the
muscles in the surrounding area.

We define the feasible region as the safe region for needle insertion, here
we follow the doctors’ suggestion and define the larger region with a thresh-
old θsafe from the Obs structures. The feasible region is determined via
SDF fusion of the Safe and Obs structures. The signed distance field of
a structure is computed with the signed distance function, which measures
the distance from each voxel to its nearest boundary of a 3D object. For a
voxel inside the object, its corresponding distance is marked with a sign of
minus and for the voxel outside the object vice versa. The Feasible Region
Rfeasible is a compute as:

SDFregion =

{
min(SDFObs) min(SDFObs) ≤ 0
min(SDFObs)− θsafe min(SDFObs) > 0

Rfeasible =

{
true if SDFregion > 0
false if SDFregion ≤ 0

(5.1)

The fusion of the SDF takes the value for each voxel from the SDF of the
feasible and unfeasible structures respectively and the value of each voxel
takes the minimum value among those in the SDF for the same type of
structures.

However, for the vivo beagle dog, the position and shape of the obstacle
and the critical region are changing with the respiratory motion. In order
to take all the risk into consideration, a voxel is considered as feasible only
if it is feasible under all of the conditions. In this case, the feasible region is
computed from the fusion of feasible sequence of the target area at different
moment ti:

Rfeasible = R(t1)feasible&R(t2)feasible&...&R(tn)feasible (5.2)

5.3.3 Constraint-based Puncture Path Optimization

We define the puncture path ~d = (PIn, P (t)T ), a vector from the insertion
position PIn on the external skin to the tumor position P (t)T at time t. As
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Input: Feasible regionRfeasible, tumor position P (t)T .

Output: optimal puncture direction ~d for needle insertion.

1: Needle Pose Initialization:
initialize the path direction ~d0 in axial plane, perpendicular to the
skin.

2: Initial variables:
dSet, Listd = empty, ListE = empty

3: Interatively find the optimal puncture path:
For each ~di in dSet:
If CObs = infinity:
next ~di;

Else if CObs = 1:
Listd ← {Listd; ~di};
If E(di) < E(d0):
ListE ← {ListE ;< E(di), ~di >};

4: Update dSet until reach the maximum iteration:
dSet← sampling around(Listd);
goto Step. 3;

5: Return result:
The puncture direction in ListE with a minimum energy value E(d) is
the result direction ~d.

Algorithm 3: Puncture Path Optimization.

the tumor location at a specific time is fixed, our optimal algorithm aims at
finding the optimal direction of the puncture path, so that the corresponding
insertion position on the external skin has to be determined.

As shown in the Algorithm. 3, we start from initializing the puncture
direction ~d0. According to doctors’ experience, the direction perpendicular
to the external skin on axial plane (0◦) is the most convenient puncture
direction. Then the algorithm traverses the directions in an initial candidate
direction set dSet, which contains different puncture directions at angles
from −90◦ to 90◦ with step size of 1◦ on the axial plane. The algorithm
calculates the energy for each puncture path in the candidate direction set
and then updates the dSet with the feasible path for the next round of
iteration. In iterative process, we only store the directions whose energy
(calculate by Eq. 5.3) smaller than initial direction’s into the energy list
ListE . The direction with smallest energy in the list is our optimal puncture
direction.

The calculation of energy function is based on our defined feasible re-
gion (Sec. 5.3.2). The puncture path passes through the phantom from the
external insertion position to the target tumor center. Therefore, it can be
considered as a combination of a set of voxels vPath. We defined energy
function with constraints to evaluate the quality of the puncture path as
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following:

E = CObs ·
Ntype∑

i=Ntype(1)

λi · Ci (5.3)

Where CObs evaluate the feasibility and safety of a puncture path. Our
motivation is to optimize any voxels on puncture path achieving at least the
distance of θsafe from the Obs region in order to have a safe puncture, which
is determined by checking the value Rfeasible of each voxel along the puncture
path. If any of the voxel on the needle path is inside the non-feasible region,
the path is invalid.

CObs =

{
1 if Rfeasible(vPath) = true
infinity if Rfeasible(vPath) = false

(5.4)

The Ntype is an enumerated type for the type of the constraints including
{len, pAbd, dir, ...}, which indicates the type of different constraints that
involves into the energy function. Here i denotes its index, λi is the corre-
sponding weight for each type of constraint Ci. In our method, the following
constraints are taken into consideration:

C1 is the needle length constraint Clen, which penalizes the path with
longer insertion and makes sure it is no smaller than the threshold θlength
at the same time.

Clen =

 ‖
−−−−−−→
PInP (t)T ‖
‖ ~d0‖

if
−−−−−−→
PInP (t)T ‖ ≥ θlength

infinity if
−−−−−−→
PInP (t)T ‖ < θlength

(5.5)

Where ‖PInP (t)T ‖ is the length of the puncture path from insertion position
to the tumor center at time t. ‖d0‖ is the length of the initial path with
puncture direction d0. The threshold θlength is the minimum insertion length
that the tissue can hold up the needle. This constraint makes sure that the
length of the puncture path should be as small as possible, after it fulfills
the θlength requirement.

C2 is the abdominal penetration constraint CpAbd, which represents the
passes of abdominal cavity that ablation needle passes through.

CpAbd =
‖PathAbdCavity‖
‖
−−−−−−→
PInP (t)T ‖

(5.6)

In order to avoid damaging other organs inside the patient’s abdomen, the
line from insertion point to liver surface ‖PathAbdCavity‖ should be as small
as possible.

The C3 is the puncture direction constraint Cdir. It rewards the needle
direction closer to the perpendicular direction to the external skin, and
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penalizes the puncture path which is not parallel to the axial plane of the
Phantom.

Cdir =

−−−−−−→
PInP (t)T · ~d0

‖
−−−−−−→
PInP (t)T ‖ · ‖ ~d0‖

(5.7)

For the respiratory condition, we compute the puncture path for a spe-
cific state and remark the state as a reference state for the staring navigation.
Later in the intra-operative navigation, this pre-planned path will be aligned
with the corresponding intra-operative reference state and updated dynami-
cally with the changing of tumor position. Detials for dynamic alignment for
the respiration state in the intra-operative stage is explained in Sec. 5.4.3.

5.4 Augmented Reality Based Respiratory Tumor
Puncture Navigation

In order to achieve the precise augmented visualization of the virtual naviga-
tion information, we first calibrate our system with optical tracking devices
so that the virtual anatomical model can correctly be superimposed onto
the patient. After that, we predict the dynamic organ behavior under free-
breathing conditions via correlation model. Finally, we dynamically align
the guidance information on the surgical scenario.

5.4.1 Static Virtual-Real Alignment

The surgical navigation system is calibrated by the optical tracking system
NDI Polaris. In the surgical scenarios, each operation utility is attached
with an optical marker, which can identify the position and rotation of each
tools. In this way, we can unify the coordinates from different utilities.

Fig. 5.3 illustrates the collocation process of our AR prototype. For each
utility, we adopt two steps to achieve the precise system calibration, which
are global and local transformation.

We first perform global transformation from utility to the world coor-
dinate. The world coordinate of the utilities in surgical scenario can be
computed by applying the projection from tracking devices to the platform
coordinate TPlaTra , which can be computed according to the coordinate defi-
nition.

Then we compute local transformation from device coordi-
nate to the optical tracking coordinate by calculating T TraUti =
{T TraTNee, T

Tra
TAni, T

Tra
TDev1, T

Tra
TDev2}, which is the transformation between

the utility and optical marker. For each of the utilities, their pose in the
world coordinate can be represented as:

TWorld
Uti = TPlaTra · T TraUti · TUti (5.8)
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Figure 5.3: Coordinate transformation for system configuration.

Since each of the utilities has different properties, the calculation of T TraUti

is performed in different ways. The ablation needle is fixed with a tracking
marker on the needle tail, thus T T ipTNee denotes the offset from needle tip to
the optical marker. The offset is obtained by tracking the marker pose while
applying a needle pivot behavior with needle tip fixed.

The virtual scenario displayed on the OST-HMD can be considered as
the shooting of the virtual environment via virtual camera moving under
the world coordinate. Since the display devices are equipped with tracking
markers fixed on them, the pose and location of the virtual cameras can be
obtained by a coarse-to-fine alignment process. Such an alignment contains
the transformation from the tracking marker pose to the camera pose TDisTra

and an error ε which can be fixed by manually adjustment step.

Consider a set of optical sphere markers in the real environment with
position Ptra = {p1, p2, · · · pn} and their position observed by the virtual
camera is P ′tra = {p1, p2, · · · pn}. The position of the needle tip is known
after needle calibration, so that we can get the markers position in both
scenarios by touching the marker point in both real and virtual environment
with the needle tip respectively. We calculate the transformation T TDevDis

from the P ′tra to Ptra, thus the virtual camera transformation TDisTra is its
inverse. To precisely superimpose the virtue scenario on the reality scene, we
perform a manually delicate step after the calibration in order to eliminate
the influence by user difference, like pupil distance or focal length of eyes.
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5.4.2 Respiratory Motion Modeling of Target Region

The physiological activities causes dynamic motion of the organs and tissue
all the time. A precision puncture should take this affection into consid-
eration. In this regards, we construct a statistical model [Jud et al., 2017]
to represent the organ motion. In order to model the complicated practi-
cal surgical scenario, our framework is defined under following assumptions
based on doctor’s experience:

� Dynamic motion of the organ is caused by the respiration.

� The animal’s respiration motion after anesthesia can be regarded as
periodical cycle.

� We consider the position and displacement of the tumor, liver and
surface markers at a specific time always following the Gaussian dis-
tribution.

� The internal-external respiration motion has a correlation, i.e. at a cer-
tain time, the internal tumor position and the external surface marker
displacement should at the same respiratory state.

We predict the motion with a correlation model between the external skin
markers and the internal tumor movement [Jud et al., 2017]. During the
navigation, we use the state which we used for path planning as the reference
state and then align the respiration cycle with this state as starting point.

Raw medical data acquisition and processing

We employ a Beagle dog to perform the animal experiment. To accurately
construct the spatial information between liver, tumor and ribs, we place
6 NDI surface marker as landmarks on the skin (near the ribs) shown in
Figure 5.4. The ground truth of the respiratory motion is obtained via 4D-
CT imaging, which records the deformation and displacement of the internal
organ together with the surface marker under the free-breathing respiratory
motion. At the same time, we continuous tracking the surface marker with
the optical tracking system.

Then we reconstruct the patient-specific liver, tumor and the surface
marker on the dog’s skin under CT image coordinate, which is the co-
ordinate of the captured medical images. Marker locations SM (t) =
{s1(t), · · · , sn(t)|si(t) ∈ R3, t ∈ R+}(n = 6) and the tumor location
ST (t) ∈ R3, t ∈ R+ under the CT device coordinate are calculated from
the center of the patient-specific 3D model. The surface marker position
OM (t) = {o1(t), · · · , on(t)|oi(t) ∈ R3, t ∈ R+}(n = 6) under the world coor-
dinate is obtained from the optical tracker. With this procedure, we acquired
the marker movement in both CT image coordinate and world coordinate.
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The marker locations obtained by CT can map into the world coordinate by
applying the transformation TPlaCT .

We analyze the continuously captured periodical marker movement with
tracker tracked location data OM (t) to get the average marker movement
period ŌM (t). Then, we sort the CT-extracted marker position SM (t) and
its corresponding tumor position ST (t) by placing its mapping S′M (t) in
the proper order which follows the movement in ŌM (t). After that, we per-
form the data augmentation via spline interpolation, which allows generating
complete respiration sequences for external makers and tumor.

...
p(ti) = ai ∗ t2i + bi ∗ ti + ci
p(ti) = ai+1 ∗ t2i + bi+1 ∗ ti + ci+1

p(ti+1) = ai+1 ∗ t2i+1 + bi+1 ∗ ti+1 + ci+1

p(ti+1) = ai+2 ∗ t2i+1 + bi+2 ∗ ti+1 + ci+1

...
2 ∗ ai ∗ ti + bi = 2 ∗ ai+1 ∗ ti + bi+ 1
2 ∗ ai+1 ∗ ti+1 + bi+1 = 2 ∗ ai+2 ∗ ti+ 1 + bi+ 2
...

(5.9)

Where p(ti) is the position of marker or tumor at time ti the parameter at,
bt and ct is the corresponding parameter for spline. Traditionally, second
order derivative of both ends on the 2nd order spline equals to 0, which leads
to none smoothness of both ends. But in our case, the movement of markers
and tumor in respiration is a repeated process, which makes sure that our
interpolation of our spline is smooth at every central point including both
ends. We solve the system of simultaneous equations for the parameters.
Then, we sample points uniformly on the spline to get the data sM,T (t) for
next step of computation.

Tumor position prediction via internal-external correlation

In order to provide precise navigation information to the surgeon, we con-
struct the respiratory motion of surface markers and tumor via statistical
motion model. In this paper, we build up the correlation between liver
tumor movement and the surface marker displacement in respiration, so
that the tumor position can be predicted by observing the external markers
movement.

We assume that the respiration motion is a regularly alternating exha-
lation and inhalation process. Our algorithm computes the mean state of
the states in the respiratory cycle as a reference s̄M,T . Thus the movement
of the tumor and markers at any moment t can therefore be represented as
a vector field from this reference state to their real-time position.

Since we assume the position of the tumor and markers at each state
follows the Gaussian distribution, their position displacement can be rep-
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Figure 5.4: The scenario for raw medical data acquisition of the experimental
animal.

resented as a mixture of Gaussian distributions of different respiration
states. In our work, the respiration cycle is regressed into eight states
{∆sM,T (t1), · · ·∆sM,T (t8)} (shown in Figure 5.1). Therefore, we can rep-
resent the periodic motion of liver tumor and surface markers as a linear
combination c of these states.

∆sM,T (t) = sM,T (t0) + c ·∆SM,T (tn), tn ∈ {1, 2, ..., 8} (5.10)

c = (c1, . . . , cn), n = 8

where the sM,T (t0) is a reference state of the intra-operative respiration, c is
a vector of coefficients to represent the current breathing state and ∆sM,T

is a vector of 8 respiratory states.
As we assumed that the tumor position and the external skin markers

displacement are always at the same respiration state, so that the breathing
state of the intra-operation tumor can be computed easily by least square
regression of the external marker position:

O′M (t) = SM (t0) + c ·∆SM (tn) (5.11)

where O′M (t) is the real time position of the skin markers that observed by
the optical tracking system and SM (t0) is the intra-operation reference posi-
tion of the external markers. Thus, the tumor position at the corresponding
time is predicted as:

sT = sT (t0) + c ·∆sT (tn) (5.12)

where the sT (t0) is the tumor position at the intra-operative reference state,
and c is the breathing state computed with Eq.5.11.
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5.4.3 Intra-operative Dynamic Alignment

Considering that it is safer for surgeon and surgical assistant being equipped
with OST-HMD to observe the respiratory liver tumor from different views,
we present a dynamic alignment method for each of the OST-HMD to per-
fectly superimpose pre-planned navigation information onto the surgical re-
gion in situ. This specific implementation contains a model adjustment step
and a navigation information dynamic update step.

As the surgical navigation information is built up depend on the pre-
operative CT-scanning data, the pre- and intra- operative alignment is nec-
essary in our system. In order to resolve the pose difference of the patients
and adjust the pre-operative model to suit the intra-operative scenario, a
transformation from the patients pre-operative pose in the medical data ac-
quisition phase to the intra-operative pose TCTIntra

CTPre
is applied to the motion

model. This transformation can be easily achieved using the intra-operative
CT scanning data.

While doing the inter-operative tumor prediction, the markers displace-
ment captured with the optical tracking system needs to transfer to the
coordinate of the constructed model. We apply TCTTra, which is the transfor-
mation from intra-operative observing tracker to the CT device coordinate
that we used for motion modeling.

In order to dynamically update the navigation information of the pre-
planned puncture path, use the average state of the intra-operative as the
reference state for surgical staring. Then aligned the pre-planed puncture
path at the corresponding state. During the navigation, the insertion po-
sition PIn is fixed, while the target position PT updates with the tumor
position prediction result.

In the end, all the navigation information needs to map the world
coordinate in order to provide the proper information for the navigation
system via transformation T TraCT . Display of the virtual guidance infor-
mation on HoloLens according to Dispaly = TDisP la · TV ir where TV ir ∈
{TNee, TAni, OM,T (t)}.

5.5 User-friendly Collaborative Interface Design

In order to effectively assist surgeons in inserting the ablation needle into
target, our system designed a user-friendly collaborative holographic inter-
face, which integrates several visual cues to enhance the depth perception.

5.5.1 Vision cue for accurate insertion

In order to give surgeons intuitive navigation information during the punc-
ture, we design several visual cues that provides quantitative navigation
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information for improving the precision of needle insertion including the
cues for insertion position, direction and puncture depth.

Figure 5.5: Blue pole: virtual needle; Green pole: reference for insertion
direction. A: The insertion position illustrates with a green sphere with de-
limiter d = 1mm the green line attached to it denotes the puncture direction.
B: The fine green lines intersecting at the insertion point are the reference
lines, which provides users with more intuitive spatial information. Users
can hide the line if they prefer to have a cleaner interface. C: The color of
the sphere changes into red, when users locate the needle tip accurately at
the insertion point.

Needle Tip Localization

The first step for an accurate puncture is to localize the needle tip on the
correct insert position. In our augmented reality navigation system, the
insertion position is illustrated as a sphere with perpendicular intersection
lines (shown in Fig. 5.5). It can help surgeons determine the needle direction
by changing the color from green to red when the needle tip approaches the
center sphere with an error lower than 1mm.

Puncture Direction Navigation

In order to help surgeons insert the needle along the planned path precisely,
our navigation system involves different type of visual cues for pre- and
intra-puncture process. Before needle is inserted into the external skin,
the insertion direction line and virtual protractor can help the surgeon find
the accurate insertion direction (see Fig. 5.6). While in the intra-puncture
process, the way point is used for needle direction correction and puncture
monitoring (shown in Fig. 5.7).

When the needle tip is located at the insert position, a protractor appears
to quantitatively display the precise puncture direction. The center of this
protractor aligns with the insert position and locates on the plan the same
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Figure 5.6: Blue pole: virtual needle; Green pole: reference line for insertion
direction that pre-planned. (A): A virtual protractor displays when the
needle tip approaching the target position, which shows the explicit direction
of the puncture path. This virtual protractor can be hidden by users when
they prefer a cleaner interface. (B-D): The color of the insertion direction
line changes while the needle direction approaching closer to the pre-planned
insertion direction. The color of the insertion reference line is quantitatively
determined with 5.13. The lower row is the zoom in of the yellow squared
region of the upper row image.

Figure 5.7: Blue pole: virtual needle. The monitoring of the puncture using
way point. The way points are located on the puncture path with distance
of 1cm. When the needle tip passes through a way point, the color of
this way point changes from green into red. The color of the target tumor
changes from green to red based on the color code corresponding to the
distance from needle tip to tumor center. The lower row is the zoom in of
the yellow squared region of the upper row image. The needle inside the
liver is rendered only the outline.
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as the puncture direction line. The color of the direction line corresponds
to the direction accuracy of the needle puncture. The angle between needle
and the direction of the planed puncture ∆A determines the color of the
direction line shows in the vision:

color =


red ∆A < θnear
yellow θnear < ∆A < θfar
green ∆A > θfar

(5.13)

here we define θnear as the acceptable threshold for puncture and θfar as
the threshold that when the needle direction is too far away from the pre-
planned path. In our system we choose the value θnear = 2◦ and θfar = 5◦.

During the intra-puncture process, the needle direction is monitored with
way-point. The way-points are a sequence of sphere with diameter of 1mm
which locates on the path between insert position and the center of target
tumor. The way points locates either evenly with distance of 1cm between
each other or at a specific anatomy structure. Surgeons can easily monitor
the needle direction and check whether the direction of needle is aligned
with the way point sequence.

Intuitively Percutaneous Puncture Navigation

For giving surgeons intuitive depth information of the needle puncture, the
system use transparent material for the model rendering, which makes the
user easily to observe the anatomic structures inside the model. A special
rendering effect of needle shows in Fig. 5.7 also enhance the depth percep-
tion. This effect makes the needle rendered only boundary while it is inside
the tissue. Therefore gives intuitive puncture depth for user.

Besides, the way-point can also help the user determine the puncture re-
sult. While puncturing, the needle tip go through the way points one after
another. When the needle tip go through these points, the corresponding
way point will switch the color from green to red. As the way points either
locates evenly with distance of 1cm or at specific anatomy structure, the
surgeon can easily measure the needle insertion depth by counting the num-
ber of way point it goes through or checking if it arrives a specific anatomic
structure.

Other than these, the tumor colors green when it further than the tumor-
insertion distance. During the needle tip towards to the tumor, the tumor
color change from green to red clockwise along the HSV color wheel.

5.5.2 User Interface Integration

Our navigation system integrates all of these visual cues into the collocated
user interface. For providing more intuitively real-time navigation infor-
mation, more user-friendly elements are integrated into the visualization
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interface. For example, the device mode gives information of the view point
of the device, which can switch viewing point between the surgeon and the
surgical assistant. Path label tells doctors pick among the paths which is
generated by different parameter in Sec. 5.3.

Figure 5.8: This is the illustration of the integration of visual cues in our
augmented reality surgical navigation interface. The lower left corner (A)
shows the corresponding pre-operative CT-images of the axial, sagittal and
coronal plane at the needle tip location. The upper right corner (B) displays
the puncture information. The “tracker” label shows the device mode (either
“record” mode or “navigation” mode). The path label demonstrates the
selected target and puncture path for current insertion. (C) denotes the
vision cue for accurate puncture. (D) shows the way point that intuitively
provides the surgeon quantitative insertion depth information.

Furthermore, the corresponding pre-operative CT-images of the the ax-
ial, sagittal and coronal plane of the needle tip location are accessible at any
time during puncture. It can intuitively display either on the corner of the
display view or on the corresponding position on the phantom, which can
enhance the depth perception at the same time. Besides, our system allows
the surgeon hiding any of the visual cues they don’t need at anytime.

The two HoloLens collaboratively work together can not only provide
more intuitive navigation information, but also provide different viewing
points for surgeon and surgical assistant to precisely perform the puncture
operation.

5.6 Experiments

In order to validate the effectiveness of our AR-navigation system and quan-
titatively evaluate the accuracy and efficiency of the puncture, we conduct
several experiments with our navigation modality. In this section, we first
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evaluate the puncture path planning and then validate the puncture accu-
racy. We apply the puncture operation on an abdomen phantom to test
our navigation system before performing the animal experiment. Besides,
we also validate the tumor prediction accuracy using two different types of
cross-validation.

The proposed prototype consists of a CT scanner(Siemens), an optical
tracker (Polaris, Northern Digital, Inc.), two OST-HMD devices (Microsoft
HoloLens) and a portable computer (Dell Precision 7530 with 12* Xeon
E-2176M 12 core 2.70GHz, Intel and Quadro P3200, NVIDIA).

5.6.1 Path planning result evaluation

According to the doctors’ suggestions, we set θsafe = 10mm, and take the
value of θlength = 50mm for static abdominal phantom and θlength = 35mm
for beagle dogs.

The second column in Fig. 5.9 shows the needle feasible region of the
static abdominal phantom, while the feasible region for a vivo dog under free
breathing is shown in Fig. 5.2. In both of the figures, the pixel is marked as
red when Rfeasible = false and marked as blue when when Rfeasible = true.
The color saturation corresponds to the value of SDFregion. In order to
clearly show the structure, the boundary of the tissue structure is colored
in yellow and the region outside the patient model is colored in black.

The illustration of the path planning result for abdomen phantom are
shown in the Fig. 5.9, from which we can see that the angle difference from
our constraint-based optimal path and the path sketched by doctors are quite
close to each other. Furthermore, the result also shows that our planned
path is more perpendicular to the phantom border, which can reduce the
puncture difficulty. Besides, our path is shorter than the ground truth, which
can reduce the damage to the patients. Numerical comparison is shown in
the Tab. 5.1. The illustration of the path planning result of beagle dog is
shown in Fig. 5.2. The puncture along the pre-planned path for phantom
tumor insertion are shown in Fig. 5.10.

5.6.2 System Calibration

The calibration process using a coarse-to-fine process aligning the virtual
scenario perfectly onto the real scenario. Before calibration, the virtual
model is in correct relative position but far away from their corresponding
utility in real world. A coarse transformation can be calculated by using
the configuration needle tip picking up the points in corresponding real and
virtual environment. Then we apply delicate adjust the registration until the
virtual information precisely aligned with the real scene. After calibration,
the virtual information and the practical real world scenario are acceptable
aligned, like shown in Fig. 5.8.
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Figure 5.9: Path planning result for static multi-targets abdominal phantom.
1-a to 3-a: the path in the 3d reconstruction model aligned on the CT-
images. 1-b to 3-b: the pre-planned puncture path for the liver tumor in
the abdomen phantom with method Sec. 5.3. Magenta: Tumor. Green:
Puncture path sketched by doctors. White: Our optimal puncture path.
1-c to 3-c: visualization of planned puncture path effect under AR.

Table 5.1: Path planning result compared with ground truth

Nr (A) (B) (C)

PT (-15.9, -152.8, -947.5) (35.9,-138.9,-940.2) (19.7, -164.9, -945.9)
PIn (GT) (-60.0, -201.2, -947.0) (70.5, -201.5, -940.0) (-45.3, -199.5, -946.0)
PIn (Ours) (-47.0, -200.6, -947.5) (59.5,-203.7,-940.2) (-30.3, -199.9, -945.9)
LengthGT 65.5mm 71.5mm 73.6mm
LengthOurs 57.0mm 69.0mm 61.0mm

Note: The puncture path planning result for three different tumor
position: (A), (B) and (C). PIn(GT) is the ground truth needle insert

position that pre-planned by doctors and PIn(Ours)is the insert position of
our algorithm. LengthGT and LengthOurs is the length of the

corresponding puncture path.
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Figure 5.10: The puncture result of static phantom under our augmented
virtual reality navigation system. Row 1-5 represent the state when needle
stuck one-way-point deeper into the phantom. 1-a to 5-a: The augmented
reality navigation of surgical procedure. 1-b to 5-b: The CT scan of the
puncture result in the axial plane. 1-c to 5-c: The semantic segmentation
of the result overlaid onto the corresponding CT-scanned images , in which
the pink denotes for liver, yellow denotes vessels in liver, green denotes the
artificial tumor in liver.
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Figure 5.11: (A) The scenario for calibration accuracy test. (B) The virtual
3d model that shown on HoloLens. (C) to (E) The real model for experiment.
The red circle marked the locator used for evaluate the calibration result.

In this section, we validate the calibration accuracy of our AR-guided
navigation system with the 3D printed skull as experimental object. In
preparation step, we label n = 10 landmarks L1, L2, ...Ln on the skull model
and label the corresponding landmarks L′1, L

′
2..., L

′
n on the virtual model.

Fig. 5.11 shows the experiment scenario of the calibration validation. In
the experiment, we first put the skull model inside the tracking region of
the optical tracking system and then apply the registration method that
described in Sec. 4.1 for virtual-real alignment. In order to validate the
alignment, we asked the test person wearing the HoloLens and holding a
calibrated needle fixed with optical marker to point the landmarks Li on
skull model and landmarks L′i on the virtual model respectively with the
needle tip. When the test person clicked on the landmarks with the needle
tip, we recorded the position of the landmarks PL and P ′L via the NDI optical
tracking system. Thus, the quality of the calibration result is measured
with the distance between the virtual and real landmarks. A comparison of
calibration result between our method and the method use ARToolKit in
[Qian et al., 2018] are listed in Tab. 5.2. The result shows that our method
have a average error of 1.68mm, which is much more accurate than 4.37mm
with method in [Qian et al., 2018].

5.6.3 Tumor Prediction Validation

In order to evaluate our tumor position prediction method in Sec. 5.4.2, we
performed two different validation methods. We perform the k-fold cross-
validation for evaluating the accuracy of tumor position prediction under
the respiratory motion. To compare the prediction accuracy on different
data set, we use the leave-one-out cross-validation method.

Ground Truth Data

To validate the correctness of our prediction, we prepared ground truth data
by continuously collect raw medical data with 4D-CT of the same dog. Here
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Table 5.2: Registration error comparison

Marker OOur OARTK EOur EARTK

(1) (-0.5, 0.7, -1.2) (1.1, -0.9, 4.6) 1.48 4.81
(2) (-0.3, 0.0, -1.4) (1.8, -1.7, 3.9) 1.43 4.62
(3) (-0.8, 0.1, -0.9) (0.8, -1.1, 2.3) 1.21 2.67
(4) ( 1.1, 0.7, -0.8) (2.3, -1.7, 1.9) 1.53 3.43
(5) (-1.2, 0.6, -1.9) (1.7, -1.8, 3.3) 2.33 4.13
(6) (-1.4, 1.1, -0.7) (1.2, -1.3, 3.0) 1.91 3.48
(7) (-1.1, 0.8, -3.0) (0.9, -1.6, 1.7) 3.29 2.50
(8) (-0.2, 0.8, -0.4) (1.7, -2.1, 6.4) 0.92 6.95
(9) (-0.6, 0.5, -0.5) (2.2, -1.8, 5.6) 0.93 6.28
(10) (-0.8, 1.4, -0.7) (2.4, -2.0, 3.7) 1.76 4.84

AVG (-0.58,0.67,-1.15) (1.61,-1.60,3.64) 1.68 4.37

Note: OOur is the offset with our registration method and OARTK is the
registration offset use the ARToolKit described in [Qian et al., 2018]. EOur
and EARTK are the error distance of landmarks using both method. AV G is
the average accuracy of both method. Result shows our calibration method
has an average error with 1.68mm while the method in [Qian et al., 2018],
has registration error of 4.37mm.
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we obtained the ground truth data on two different days and name them
day1 and day2 respectively. Then we process the data with Sec. 5.4.2 to get
the position of the external markers and the corresponding internal tumor
position at the same time. The data is separated in two parts, one is the
training set to construct the motion model and the other one is validation
set to evaluate the prediction result.

Accuracy of the prediction under respiratory motion

The tumor position we predict is based on the respiratory motion modeled
in Sec. 5.4.2. The k-fold cross-validation is used to evaluate our predicted
accuracy of tumor position under respiratory motion. Here we choose k = 5
for this evaluation. The ground truth data set day1 is divided evenly into
k part and then take one of them as the validation set and the rest k − 1
parts of them as training set.

k-fold cross validation
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Figure 5.12: Left: The mean absolute error (MAE) of the prediction result
and the deviation of the MAE for day1 with k-fold cross-validation. Right:
The mean absolute error (MAE) of the prediction result and the deviation
of the MAE for two different days with leave-one-out cross-validation.

For each sample in the validation set, we calculate the tumor position
from the external skin markers’ position with the method in Sec. 5.4.2.
Then, we measure the distance between the predicted tumor position and
the ground truth. We evaluate the statistical index of prediction for the k
validation set. Fig. 5.12 illustrate that the predicted tumor position under
respiratory motion can achieve an average error smaller than 3.5mm.

Pre- and intra-operative prediction validation

In order to compare the tumor prediction accuracy between the pre-
operative and intra-operative stage, we performed the leave-one-out cross-
validation on the data set day1 and utilize the same model to predict the
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tumor position in data set day2. The MAE and its deviation of the two data
sets are shown in the Fig. 5.12, from which we can see that there is no signif-
icant difference. Thus, the internal-external correlation model trained with
pre-operative data is feasible to be used for intra-operative tumor position
prediction.

5.6.4 System Communication

In our system, we perform the computation of the navigation information
processing for the respiratory liver tumor puncture on PC. Then, the system
transfers the navigation information to HoloLens, which leads to the system
delay. In this regards, our method can make good use of the computational
power beyond the commercial HMDs. In order to validate whether our sys-
tem fulfills the real-time requirement, we performs the following experiment
to test the frame rate the system delay of our system.

We have tested the frame rate of OST-HMD by recording the system
time stamp. The result shows that the average frame rate of HoloLens2 is
15.60fps in Tab. 5.3. With the same experiment, we get the frame rate
of HoloLens is 15.50fps. As human eyes consider the picture update over
12fps as continuous video [Read and Meyer, 2000], our method can fulfill
the real-time requirement.

In order to obtain the system delay, we first record the the system time
of the computer and HoloLens at the same time to synchronize this two
devices. When the computer sends data to HoloLens, we marked down the
computer’s system time that sends out the data and the HoloLens’ system
time that receives the data. According to this experiment, the delay of our
system is 165ms on average using HoloLens2. With the same experiment, we
get the system delay of HoloLens is 174ms. Research shows that, the min-
imum delay that surgeons can recognize is 250ms [Avgousti et al., 2016].
Thus, our system delay will have no influence on clinician’s operation.

5.6.5 Puncture Experiment

We validate our system on both static phantom and vivo dog. In our punc-
ture operation, an experienced surgeon is invited to insert the tumor in the
phantom.

Experimental Material

For puncture validation on static phantom, the surgeon first performs punc-
ture on the triple modality 3D abdominal phantom (Model 057A, Comput-
erized Imaging Reference Systems, Inc.) as the experimental object. It is
a plastic model for medical education usage including artificial liver, vessels
and tumors. In addition, the anatomical structures of the phantom can be
identified by 3D MR images.
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Table 5.3: Data transfer delay from PC to HoloLens2 and frame rate of
HoloLens2

cis TPC sys THL sys THL syn Delay(s) Invl(s) Fr(fps)

(1) 34:29.414 34:04.465 34:29.595 0.181 - -
(2) 34:35.988 34:11.037 34:36.167 0.179 6.572 15.22
(3) 34:42.651 34:17.711 34:42.841 0.190 6.674 14.98
(4) 34:49.163 34:24.220 34:49.350 0.187 6.509 15.36
(5) 34:55.427 34:30.479 34:55.609 0.182 6.259 15.98
(6) 35:01.909 34:36.973 35:02.103 0.184 6.494 15.40
(7) 35:08.046 34:43.102 35:08.232 0.186 6.129 16.31
(8) 35:14.228 34:49.291 35:14.421 0.193 6.189 16.16
(9) 35:20.753 34:55.806 35:20.936 0.183 6.515 15.35
(10) 35:27.128 35:02.177 35:27.307 0.179 6.371 15.70
AVG 0.165 15.60

Note: TPC sys and THL sys are original system time that PC sends data and
HoloLens2 receives data. THL syn is the time on HoloLens2 synchronized
with PC system time. Delay is the system delay induced by data transfer.
Invl is the time interval during 100 times of data received. Fr is the frame
rate of HoloLens2. AV G is the average system delay and frame rate after
the 10 times records.
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For dynamic puncture validation, we employ the experiment animal:
beagle dog, female, 40 months, 11 kg. Percutaneous liver puncture of ex-
perimental animal was performed after general anesthesia.

The artificial tumor model is built by implanting iodine oil into animal
liver. The beagle dog is scanned with CT to determine the appropriate posi-
tion of tumor implantation and the position of optical markers around liver
region. Then, the surgeon choose the needle insertion path (7th subcostal),
insertion angle (perpendicular to the skin) and insertion depth (8cm) from
the puncture point on the skin to inject the prepared iodine oil (2ml) into
the liver.

Needle insertion

In the augmented reality navigation modality, we add the NDI Polaris to
track all the utilities in surgical scenario. Besides, the surgeon wears one
of the HoloLens to locate the moving tumor while the assistant wears the
other HoloLens to monitor the overall process and record the video.

Figure 5.13: The surgeon performed AR-guided needle insertion on bea-
gle dog. (A): The practical scenario of our augmented virtual reality tumor
puncture surgery. (B): The virtual guidance information that real-time mon-
itoring from the collaborative HoloLens. (C): Surgeon performs puncture.

We design the test scene with phantom and ablation needle shown in
Fig. 5.8, while the operation process on vivo beagle dog is shown in the
Fig. 5.13. The optimal path for percutaneous puncture is planned with the
method described in Sec. 5.3. For the vivo dog tumor puncture, the position
of the tumor position is real-timely updated during the operation, so that
the needle puncture path is shown dynamically in the HoloLens.

Puncture precision

To validate the effectiveness of our navigation system under dynamic con-
ditions, an experienced surgeon was invited to adopt both traditional CT-
guided and augmented reality guided modalities to insert the ablation needle
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Figure 5.14: The axial plane of the needle insertion result. The bottom row
shows the zoom-in of the tumor puncture area. The yellow pole marks the
pose of insertion needle. Tr-1) to Tr3): traditional image-guided puncture
with twice needle adjustment; AR-1) to AR-2): AR-guided puncturewith
once needle adjustment.

into the respiratory dog liver tumor. According to suggestions from the sur-
geon, only punctures no further than 3.50mm away from the tumor center
can be regarded as an “accurate” puncture, needle adjustment is allowed to
place the accurate puncture.

The percutaneous puncture results of traditional CT-guided modality
and our augmented reality modality can be seen in Fig. 5.14, which illus-
trates that compared with traditional navigation modality, our method al-
lows surgeons intuitively targeting the lesion from different insert angles with
high accuracy, while it can also reduce the number of needle adjustments.

5.7 Discussion

Our prototype modeled the ablation needle as a rigid needle, which is not
applicable in practical ablation puncture. In this regards, the surgeons in
our experiment are asked to hold the needle in the proper way to make sure
the puncture direction is always parallel with the direction of needle body,
so that the effect of the deformation can be neglected. However, the ablation
needle is a flexible body and will deform during the puncturing, so that we
will further develop the hidden needle behavior prediction method.

Our prototype only considers the small tumor (diameter < 3cm) which
can be totally ablated with a single ablation needle. As the ablation needle
can only damage the tumor and tissue inside a specific region, for the larger
tumors, the multi-needle puncture should be considered.

The dynamic tumor position in our prototype is predicted by the corre-
lation model of external skin markers and internal respiratory tumor. How-
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ever, under the practical surgical scenario, the dynamic motion of tumor and
organ position are affected by the needle-tissue interaction as well. There-
fore, the modeling of the needle-tissue interaction is also an important topic
for our following research.

5.8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we present an augmented virtual reality guidance modal-
ity to improve the precision of liver tumor punctures by patient-specific
surgical planning and providing the intuitive interface for puncture naviga-
tion. Our novel guidance modality can be divided into two major steps:
a constraint-based puncture path planning method via 3D signed distance
field fusion is proposed for automatically planning the optimal puncture
trajectory from the quantitative perspective, which can greatly reduce the
doctors’ experience-dependence and improve the precision. A collabora-
tive holographic augmented reality interface is designed for intra-operative
navigation, which can not only superimpose the dynamic internal behavior
and planned trajectory information onto surgical scenarios, but also inte-
grate some visual cues to enhance the depth perception. The result of the
pre-operative validation and the the puncture result both under static and
dynamic conditions are evaluated via phantom and animal experiment re-
spectively. The result shows our augmented reality based surgical naviga-
tion modality can achieve higher efficiency and accuracy than the traditional
image-based surgical navigation modality.

Considering that our current correlation model can only predict the tu-
mor moving along with the surface markers, which can’t provide the defor-
mation of other key structures in target region, such as vessels. Thus, our
immediate plan is to achieve the non-rigid registration of such key struc-
tures in order to provide more comprehensive navigation information for
the surgeons. Besides, we will be also interested in investigating the model-
ing method of flexible needle during puncture. Furthermore, we will extend
this promising guidance modality to other challenging surgical scenarios,
such as deep brain stimulation, where electrode needs to be placed in a
high-precision target region.
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Errata

The sentence in 5.1 on page 88 is updated as:
Also the deformation of the needle and target region are took

:::::
taken into

consideration in the recent work [Hamzé et al., 2016].

The Equation 5.9 on page 99 should be updated as:

...
p(ti) = ai ∗ t2i + bi ∗ ti + ci
p(ti) = ai+1 ∗ t2i + bi+1 ∗ ti + ci+1

p(ti+1) = ai+1 ∗ t2i+1 + bi+1 ∗ ti+1 + ci+1

p(ti+1) = ai+2 ∗ t2i+1 + bi+2 ∗ ti+1 + ci+1

...
2 ∗ ai ∗ ti + bi = 2 ∗ ai+1 ∗ ti + bi+1

2 ∗ ai+1 ∗ ti+1 + bi+1 = 2 ∗ ai+2 ∗ ti+1 + bi+2

...
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Chapter 6

Discussion

The therapy for tumor treatment nowadays considers not only curing cancer
but also causing less damage to the healthy tissue. With the development of
medical techniques, early diagnosis of cancer also gives doctors and patients
more options for tumor treatment. The minimal invasive thermal ablation
therapy like RFA or MWA become widely accepted. This thesis provides the
solution for solving the liver tumor treatment with the computer-assisted
method in a quantitative and intuitive way. In particular, the content in
the former chapters covers thermal ablation planning, the dynamic surgical
target estimation, and the mixed reality percutaneous tumor puncture nav-
igation. In this final chapter, we summarize the contribution of our novel
surgical planning and guiding system for liver tumor treatment, discuss the
limitation of the current method and give instructions for future work.

6.1 Conclusion

With this dissertation, we had addressed major challenges of computer-
assisted thermal ablation for hepatic tumor treatment to allow a minimally
invasive surgery. This thesis provides a solution via automatic pre-operative
surgical planning based on a digitized model incorporating a series of medical
constraints extracted from the specialists’ consensus, intra-operative calibra-
tion of model dynamics during the breathing process to accurately align the
virtual representation with the real-world scenario, and augmented reality
navigation collaborated with a holographic interface which can effectively
assist surgeons in fast and accurately locating the target step-by-step.

In the context of pre-operative surgical planning, we presented a
computer-assisted thermal ablation planning method. This method involves
the multi-needle configuration for large tumors, the ablation center distri-
bution, and the insertion trajectory optimization based on the medical and
geometry constraints. The comparison with the state-of-the-art method
shows that our method can give proper ablation suggestions without depen-
dence on the pre-given potential needle paths. The experimental results also
showed that our method allows completely ablating the tumor region with
smaller healthy tissue damage than the manual planning sketched by the
experimental clinical puncture paths. And it also offered great flexibility for
adjusting empirical parameters for each step.
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For considering the surgical target dynamics during the breathing pro-
cess within the intra-operative needle puncture process, we constructed a
correlation model between the surface marker and internal tumor move-
ment, involving the motion compensation of the liver in the intra-operative
process. In this way, the intra-operative dynamic movement of the surgical
target can be estimated via the observed displacement of the external skin
markers. So that surgeons are able to observe the real-time target move-
ment and perform the tumor puncture with higher accuracy and efficiency.
The in-vivo tumor puncture experiment shows that navigation including
dynamic information can improve the puncture efficiency and accuracy.

In order to navigate the needle towards the correct target intuitive and
quantitatively, this mixed reality liver tumor puncture navigation system su-
perimposes the anatomical dynamics together with the 3D preoperative sur-
gical planning information on the intra-operative real-world scenario. The
performance of our tumor puncture navigation modality has been validated
on both a static abdominal phantom and in-vivo animals with the artificial
lesion. Experimental results demonstrated that surgeons with holographic
augmented reality information can locate the needle to lesion more easily,
efficiently, and accurately than using the traditional 2D CT images guided
modality.

In summary, our proposed computer-assisted thermal ablation plan-
ning and navigation system can greatly reduce the doctors’ experience-
dependence and improve the precision and efficiency of the treatment. This
gives the potential to apply this technique to other surgical navigation tasks.

6.2 Limitations and Future Work

This work presented in this thesis can be continued and extended for further
applications in surgical or other medical scenarios. From the former work in
this proposed liver tumor treatment planning and navigation system, some
insights may instruct future research work:

� A proper interpretation of the medical experience to arithmetic con-
straints can make the computer-assisted surgical planning process
smart and applicable. An example in the thermal ablation planning
is, the needle tip configuration needs to follow the expert consensus
that neither too close nor too far from each other, thus the logistic
function (Function 2.9) can nicely interpret this relevance, thus can
help to include this into the algorithm.

� The statistic motion model can use for reconstructing the organ dis-
placement and deformation together with the statistic shape model.
In the medical scene, the motion of organs like lungs and liver are
highly dependent on the respiration of the patient. Thus, a correla-
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tion model between the organ movement and the respiration state can
help to estimate the organ behavior. As the respiration state can be
extracted with a non-invasive approach like an optical tracking sys-
tem, therefore the motion of organs can be estimated from it together
with the pre-constructed correlation model.

� The proposed prototype in this thesis shows a strategy i.e. computes
the time-consuming pre-operative planning and the intra-operative dy-
namic information on PC and transfers only the result to OST-HMDs
for rendering via the network connection, which can extend compu-
tational power for the out-off-shelf OST-HMDs. When applying the
mixed reality surgical navigation modality to different surgical scenar-
ios, researchers can construct the scenes and process all the compu-
tations on a high-performance computer which can involve as much
precise and detailed medical information as they need, deploy the pre-
constructed surgical scene models for navigation on the head-mounted
devices at the pre-operative stage, and transfer only the structured
navigation data via the network connection during an intra-operation
stage.

In this section, we talk about the potential direction for extending the
current work:

6.2.1 Soft tissue prediction for the respiration movement

So far, our current correlation model can only predict the tumor and liver
movement along with the surface markers, however, does not take into ac-
count the deformation of other key structures within the target region such
as vessels. In order to provide more comprehensive navigation information
for the surgeons, our immediate plan is to achieve the non-rigid registration
of such key structures.

Considering the deformation of the liver structure that is influenced by
respiration, we can involve a two-step method: first compute the liver sur-
face deformation with the optical skin marker and then generate the liver
internal structure with the liver surface deformation. By applying the gen-
eralized moving least square (GMLS) algorithm [Courtecuisse et al., 2014],
live-updated marker positions on the skin surface can be used for predict-
ing the liver surface deformation. Inspired by [Pfeiffer et al., 2020] and
[Ma et al., 2018], an efficient Shuffle-UNet3D is employed to match the ref-
erence pre-operative liver volume to the intra-operative partial liver surface
predicted by regularization GMLS (RGMLS) to fulfill the real-time require-
ment of intra-operative navigation. In this way, the intra-operative liver and
vessel deformation can be predicted, and therefore gives the surgeon more
navigation information.
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6.2.2 Flexible needle behavior prediction

Our prototype modeled the ablation needle as a rigid needle, which in prac-
tical ablation puncture is not applicable. In this regard, in our experiment,
the surgeons are asked to hold the needle in the proper way to make sure the
puncture direction is always parallel with the direction of the needle body
so that the effect of the deformation can be neglected.

However, under the practical surgical scenario, the dynamic motion of
the tumor and organ position is affected by the needle-tissue interaction
as well. Therefore, the modeling of the needle-tissue interaction is also an
important topic for our following research. It will be also interesting in
investigating the modeling of flexible needles during puncture as well as the
needle behavior prediction method.

6.2.3 Thermal ablation planning for versatile needle config-
uration

So far, our thermal ablation planning method only considered the config-
uration of multiple single-tip-electrodes that perform the thermal ablation
simultaneously. Further strategies for thermal ablation surgery include the
sequential ablation based on single-tip-electrodes or the ablation with clus-
ter electrodes that were not evolved in the current work. While we did not
focus on these strategies, our approach can also be adapted to the sequential
ablation by adjusting the remaining treatment zone and the current needle
position. In future work, with an increasing number of available patient
data, we will explore the selection of optimal parameter configurations for
different cases.

6.2.4 Surgical planning in other surgical scenarios

In neurosurgery, electrodes implanted into brains are applied for treat-
ing some specific type of disease. We can extend this promising guid-
ance modality and surgical planning method to more challenging surgi-
cal scenarios, such as deep brain stimulation (DBS) for treating move-
ment disorders associated with Parkinson’s disease (PD) or localizing the
seizure focus with Stereoelectroencephalography (SEEG) in epilepsy treat-
ment, where electrodes need to be placed in a high-precision target region
[The Johns Hopkins University, 2022a, UPMC Presbyterian, 2022].

Similar to tumor puncture in thermal ablation, neurosurgery treatment
also needs trajectory planning for inserting electrodes. With the anatomical
and brain atlas annotation, researchers can first determine the feasible region
or safety area for insertion of electrodes and then optimize the trajectory
for electrodes’ insertion based on the medical constraints extracted from the
specialist consensus.
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